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Introdu tion
It is now generally agreed that the large VLSI systems (systems-on- hip) of the nanos ale era will not operate
under the ontrol of a single lo k and will require asyn hronous te hniques. The large parameter variations
a ross a hip will make it prohibitively expensive to ontrol delays in lo ks and other global signals. Also,
issues of modularity and energy onsumption plead in favor of asyn hronous solutions at the system level.
Whether those future systems will be entirely asyn hronous, as we predi t, or globally asyn hronous and
lo ally syn hronous (GALS), as more onservative pra titioners would have it, we anti ipate that the use
of asyn hronous methods will be extensive and limited only by the traditional designers' relative la k of
familiarity with the approa h.
Fortunately, the past two de ades have witnessed spe ta ular progress in developing methods and prototypes for asyn hronous ( lo kless) VLSI. Today, a omplete atalogue of mature te hniques and standard
omponents, as well as some CAD tools, are available for the design of omplex asyn hronous digital systems.
This paper introdu es the main design prin iples, methods, and building blo ks for asyn hronous VLSI
systems, with an emphasis on ommuni ation and syn hronization. Su h systems will be organized as distributed systems on a hip onsisting of a large olle tion of omponents ommuni ating by message ex hange.
Therefore, this paper will pla e a strong emphasis on issues related to network and ommuni ation|issues
for whi h asyn hronous te hniques are parti ularly well-suited. Our hope is that after reading this paper,
the designer of an SoC should be familiar enough with those te hniques that he or she would no longer
hesitate to use them. Even those adepts of GALS who are adamant not to let asyn hrony penetrate further
than the network part of their SoC must realize that network ar hite tures for SoCs are rapidly be oming
so omplex as to require the mobilization of the omplete armory of asyn hronous te hniques.
The paper is organized as follows. The rst se tion gives a few brief history and the main de nitions of the
di erent asyn hronous logi s a ording to their timing assumptions. Se tion 2 introdu es the omputational
models and languages used in this paper to des ribe and onstru t asyn hronous ir uits. Se tion 3 is a brief
theory of quasi-delay-insensitive logi . It may be skipped at rst reading. Se tion 4 introdu es the most
ommon asyn hronous ommuni ation proto ols and the notion of validity/neutrality tests. Basi building
blo ks for sequen ing, storage, and fun tion evaluation are introdu ed in Se tion 5. Se tion 6 presents two
alternative methods for the implementation of an arbitrary omputation: syntax-dire ted de omposition and
data-driven de omposition. The two approa hes di er in how a spe i ation is de omposed into pipeline
stages. Se tion 7 des ribes several implementations of buses. Se tion 8 brie y explains how a system
omponent an be de omposed into a ne-grain olle tion of asyn hronous modules. Se tion 9 deals with
issues of arbitration, and syn hronization. Se tion 10 presents the asyn hronous/syn hronous interfa es
needed in a GALS system.
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1 A Brief History and a Few De nitions
The eld of asyn hronous design is both old and new. The 1952 ILLIAC and the 1962 ILLIAC II at the
University of Illinois are said to have ontained both syn hronous and asyn hronous parts[2℄. The 1960 PDP6
from Digital Equipment (DEC) was also asyn hronous[59℄. The \ma romodule" experiment at Washington
University in St. Louis in the 1960s proposed asyn hronous building blo ks that, in spirit, are very lose to
a modern system-level approa h[10℄ and to GALS.
Important theoreti al work appeared around the same period, in parti ular the works of D.A. Hu man[22℄,
D.E. Muller[37℄, and also S.E. Unger's work published in book form in 1969[60℄. The approa h presented in
this paper for asyn hronous logi synthesis an be viewed as an extension of Muller's work. The interested
reader may start with Chapters 5 and 6 in Chris J. Myers's book[38℄. An ex ellent but older presentation of
Muller's work an also be found in [36℄.
Even though asyn hronous logi never disappeared ompletely, when lo ked te hniques o ered an easy
way of dealing with timing and hiding hazards, lo kless logi was all but forgotten until the arrival of VLSI
in the late 1970s. The rst Calte h Conferen e on VLSI in 1979 ontained a omplete session on \self-timed"
logi , as asyn hronous logi was alled at the time, with in parti ular an important paper by Stu ki and Cox
on \syn hronization strategies" presenting the rst pausable lo k|as we shall see, an important devi e in
GALS|and dis ussing metastability[53℄.
C.L. Seitz's hapter on \System Timing" in Carver Mead and Lynn Conway's epo h-making 1980 \Introdu tion to VLSI Systems" revived the resear h ommunity's interest in the topi |if not the industry's
interest[50, 35℄. Most of the resear h that would follow in the 1980's would build on the observation made
in Mead and Conway that a VLSI hip is a ne-grain on urrent omputation. This new view of the eld,
in orporating prin iples and programming models from on urrent omputing (in parti ular message-passing
distributed omputing), was a break from previous approa hes radi al enough to be onsidered a fresh start.
The metastability phenomenon, inherent in the arbitration between two ompletely unsyn hronized signals, has been the ause of some of the most interesting intelle tual quarrels in the eld. Many pra titioners
of the day simply refused to admit that the problem was unsolvable (i.e., metastability annot be avoided),
by the same token refusing to re ognize that some of their lo ked ar hite tures were plagued with timing
glit hes aused by metastability. The pioneering work of Charlie Molnar and his olleagues at Washington
University was instrumental in explaining metastability[6℄.
The rst \modern" synthesis methods appear around the mid-1980 with the Calte h program-transformation
approa h[28℄ and T.-A. Chu's State-transition-graph (STG) approa h[8℄. Soon after, Burns and Martin,
Brunvand, and van Berkel proposed similar methods for the syntax-dire ted ompilation of high-level des ription into asyn hronous ir uits[5, 3, 4℄. Petrify is a more re ent tool for the synthesis of asyn hronous
ontrollers des ribed as Petri-nets[12℄.
The rst single- hip asyn hronous mi ropro essor was designed at Calte h in 1988[31℄. It was followed by
the rst \Amulet" (a family of asyn hronous lones of the ARM pro essor) from the University of Man hester
in 1993[16℄, the TITAC, and 8-bit mi ropro essor from the Tokyo Institute of Te hnology in 1994[40℄, and the
Amulet2e and TITAC-2 in 1997[17, 41℄|the TITAC-2 is a 32-bit mi ropro essor. Also in 1997, the Calte h
group designed the MiniMIPS, an asyn hronous version of the 32-bit MIPS R3000 mi ropro essor[32℄. With
a performan e lose to four times that of a lo ked version in the same te hnology for the rst prototype, the
MiniMIPS is, at the moment of writing, still the fastest omplete asyn hronous pro essor ever fabri ated[34℄.
Mar Renaudin and his group at Grenoble ported the Calte h MiniMIPS building blo ks to standard ells
to use in a 16-bit RISC[47℄. Other asyn hronous hip experiments in lude the design of a fast divider at
Stanford in 1991 by Ted Williams[56℄, and an instru tion-length de oder for the Pentium by a resear h group
at Intel in 1999[49℄.
Re ent asyn hronous-pro essor proje ts have emphasized the low-power advantage of asyn hronous logi :
Low-power asyn hronous 8051 mi ro ontrollers have been designed at Philips[19℄ and Calte h[34℄. Rajit
Manohar and his group at Cornell have been designing low-power pro essors (the SNAP and BitSNAP) for
sensor network appli ations[24, 15℄.
The on ept of GALS was rst proposed by Chapiro[7℄ in 1984. It has re ently gained in popularity, in
parti ular with the work of a group at Zuri h[39℄.
Several books on asyn hronous logi have been published. Among them, our favorites are [38℄, [11℄,
and [52℄. A spe ial issue of the Pro eedings of the IEEE also gives a good overview of the state of the
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art[42℄. The book by Dally and Poulton, although not spe i ally about asyn hronous systems ontains an
ex ellent hapter on syn hronization[13℄. The on-line Asyn hronous Bibliography gives an almost omplete
bibliography of the eld todate[1℄.
A digital ir uit is asyn hronous when no lo k is used to implement sequen ing. Su h ir uits are also
alled lo kless. The various asyn hronous approa hes di er in their use of delay assumptions (or timing
information) to implement sequen ing. Sin e a main advantage of asyn hronous ir uits is their insensitivity
to delay variations, it seems self-defeating to rst remove the lo k and then reintrodu e delay requirements.
Therefore, the \baseline" against whi h other methods should be ompared is the one that introdu es the
fewest timing assumptions.

A ir uit is delay-insensitive (DI) when its orre t operation is independent of any assumption on delays
in operators and wires ex ept that the delays are nite and positive. The term delay-insensitive appears

informally in [50℄. It would be formalized soon after in the theory of \Tra e Theory and VLSI design"
developed at the University of Eindhoven by Martin Rem, Jan van de Sneps heut, J. T. Udding, and Jo
Ebergen [46, 51, 55, 14℄. For a while, it was believed that it should be possible to design entirely delayinsensitive ir uits, and this belief is re e ted in the number of o urren es of the term in arti les' titles of the
eighties. Unfortunately, it was proved in 1990 that in a model in whi h all delays are exposed|the building
blo ks are elementary gates with a single boolean output|the lass of entirely delay-insensitive ir uits is
very limited[30℄. Most ir uits of interest to the digital designer fall outside the lass. But it an also be
proved that a single delay assumption on ertain forks onne ting the output of a gate to the inputs of several
other gates is enough to implement a Turing ma hine, and therefore the whole lass of Turing- omputable
fun tions[30℄. Those forks are alled iso hroni . We will return to the de nition of iso hroni fork when we
introdu e the model in more detail.

Asyn hronous ir uits with the only delay assumption of iso hroni forks are alled quasi delay-insensitive
or QDI. We use QDI as the basis for asyn hronous logi . All other forms of the te hnology an be viewed as
a transformation from a QDI approa h by adding some delay assumption. An asyn hronous ir uit in whi h
all forks are assumed iso hroni orresponds to what has been alled a speed-independent ir uit, whi h is

a ir uit in whi h the delays in the inter onne ts (wires and forks) are negligible ompared to the delays in
the gates. The on ept of speed-independent ir uit was introdu ed by Muller[37℄.
Similarly, self-timed ir uits are asyn hronous ir uits in whi h all forks that t inside a hosen physi al
area alled equipotential region are iso hroni [50℄.
Several styles of asyn hronous ir uits urrently in use fall into some hybrid ategory. They rely on
some spe i timing assumption besides the impli it QDI assumption. For instan e, the \bundled data"
te hnique uses a timing assumption to implement the ommuni ation proto ol between omponents. Another
approa h|timed asyn hronous logi |starts from a QDI ir uit, and then derives timing relations between
events in the QDI omputation that are used to simplify the solution. (See [38℄) Yet another approa h uses
a timing assumption to ontrol the reset phase of the handshake proto ol (to be explained later). Two logi
families based on this approa h are asyn hronous pulse logi ([44℄) and GasP ([54℄).

2 SoCs as Distributed Systems
Digital systems, in parti ular systems-on- hip, are omplex distributed systems in whi h a large number of
parallel omponents ommuni ate with one another and syn hronize their a tivities by message ex hange.
At the heart of digital logi synthesis lie fundamental on urren y issues like on urrent read and write of
variables. Syn hronous logi brings a simple solution to the problem by partially ordering transitions with
respe t to a su ession of global events ( lo k signals) so as to order on i ting read/write a tions. In the
absen e of a global time referen e, asyn hronous logi has to deal with on urren y in all its generality,
and asyn hronous-logi synthesis relies on the methods and notations of on urrent omputing. There
exist many languages for distributed omputing. The high-level language used in this paper is alled CHP
(Communi ating Hardware Pro esses). It is based on C.A.R. Hoare's rst version of CSP([21℄), and is used
widely in one form or other in the design of asyn hronous systems. We introdu e only those onstru ts of
the language needed for des ribing the method and the examples.
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2.1 Computational Models
Programming languages are the best formalisms to des ribe and design large omputational systems like
SoCs. Other methods, in parti ular graphi al representations like Petri Nets and state-transition graphs
(STG), have the intuitive advantages of pi tures but do not s ale to large systems, and do not express integer
arithmeti s and boolean logi easily. The systemati design of an SoC is a pro ess of su essive re nements
taking the design from a high-level des ription to a transistor netlist. The three levels of representation|
CHP, HSE, PRS|used in this paper mirror the three main stages of the re nement. Starting with a
oarse-grain on urrent system, or even with a sequential CHP des ription, a design is rst re ned at the
CHP level to in rease on urren y (e.g., through pipelining). This rst step produ es a on urrent system of
CHP pro esses. Ea h pro ess is then re ned through a se ond stage of transformations into a representation
that manipulates boolean variables only. The notation used for this representation is alled HSE; it has the
ontrol stru ture of CHP but integers are repla ed with olle tions of booleans and hannels are repla ed
with handshake proto ols on boolean variables. Finally, a third stage of transformations leads to a network
of gates or CMOS transistors. The notation for this level of representation is alled PRS. The PRS notation
does not have a notion of sequential exe ution, sin e only on urren y is a primitive operation in hardware.
Hardware des ription languages and modeling formalisms are not the subje t of this paper. The languages
and notations used in this paper, although slightly unusual, should not be a hurdle to the reader.

2.2 Modeling Systems: Communi ating Pro esses
A system is omposed of on urrent modules alled pro esses. Pro esses do not share variables but

ni ate only by send and re eive a tions on ports.

ommu-

2.2.1 Communi ation, Ports, and Channels

A send port of a pro ess, say, port R of pro ess p 1, is onne ted to a re eive port of another pro ess, say,
port L of pro ess p 2, to form a hannel. A re eive ommand on port L is denoted L?y . It assigns to lo al
variable y the value re eived on L. A send ommand on port R, denoted R!x, assigns to port R the value of
lo al variable x . The data item transferred during a ommuni ation is alled a message. The net e e t of
the ombined send R!x and re eive L?y is the assignment y := x together with the syn hronization of the
send and re eive a tions.
The stati sla k of a hannel is the maximal di eren e between the number of ompleted send a tions
and the number of ompleted re eive a tions on the two ports of the hannel. In other words, the sla k is the
apa ity of the hannel to store messages. Sin e we implement hannels with wires only, we hoose to have
sla k-zero hannels: the ompletion of a send at one end of the hannel oin ides with the ompletion of a
re eive at the other end of the hannel. Both send and re eive a tions are said to be \blo king." A send or
re eive a tion on a port may have to be delayed (pending) until the mat hing a tion on the other port of the
hannel is ready. The probe on port C , denoted C , is a boolean primitive that tests whether a ommuni ation
a tion on the other port of the hannel is pending. For example, assume p 1 rea hes ommuni ation R and
is blo ked at R waiting for p 2 to rea h L. Then p 2 an use the probe L to dete t that p 1 has rea hed R .

2.2.2 Variables
A variable is either a boolean, or a ( nite-range) integer, or a symbol. Variables an be grouped into arrays
or re ords. An integer variable is also automati ally de lared as an array of booleans. The value of a variable
is hanged by an expli it assignment to the variable as in x := expr . For b boolean, b " and b # stand for the
assignments b := true and b := false , respe tively. In HSE and PRS, all variables are boolean.

2.2.3 Sequential and Parallel Compositions
CHP and HSE provide two omposition operators: the sequential operator S 1; S 2 and the parallel operator.
Unrestri ted use of the parallel omposition operator would ause read/write on i ts on shared variables.
CHP restri ts the use of on urren y in two ways. The parallel bar k, as in S 1kS 2, denotes the parallel
omposition of pro esses. In CHP, pro esses do not share variables. In HSE, the only shared variables are
4

those introdu ed for the implementation of ommuni ation. They annot ause read/write on i ts. For
reason of eÆ ien y, CHP also allows a limited form of parallel omposition inside a pro ess, denoted by the
omma, as in S 1; S 2. The omma is restri ted to program parts that are non-interfering: In the parallel
omposition S 1; S 2, if S 1 hanges the value of variable x (writes x ), then S 2 does not use x (neither reads
x nor writes x ).

2.2.4 Sele tion, Wait, and Repetition

The sele tion ommand [B 1 ! S 1[℄B 2 ! S 2[℄: : :℄ is a generalization of the if-statement. It has an arbitrary
number (at least one) of lauses, alled \guarded ommands", Bi ! Si where Bi is a boolean ondition and
Si is a program part. The exe ution of the sele tion onsists of (1) evaluating all guards, and (2) exe uting
the ommand Si with the true guard Bi. In this version of the sele tion, at most one guard an be true at
any time. There is also an arbitrated version where several guards an be true. In that ase, an arbitrary
true guard is sele ted. The arbitrated sele tion is identi ed by a thin bar as in [B 1 ! S 1|B 2 ! S 2℄.
In both versions, when no guard is true, the exe ution is suspended: The exe ution of the sele tion
redu es to a wait for a guard to be ome true. Hen e, waiting for a ondition to be true an be implemented
with the sele tion [B ! skip ℄, where skip is the ommand that does nothing but terminates. A shorthand
notation for this sele tion is [B ℄.
In this paper, we use only the non-terminating repetition [S ℄ that repeats S forever.

2.2.5 Pipeline Sla k and Sla k Mat hing
Sla k mat hing is an optimization by whi h simple bu ers are inserted into a system of distributed pro esses
to in rease the throughput. The stati sla k of a pipeline is the maximum number of messages the pipeline
an hold. A pipeline of n simple bu ers has a stati sla k of n sin e ea h simple bu er an hold at most one
message, and the hannels have sla k zero|unless, as we shall see, the bu ers implementations are subje ted
to a transformation alled reshuing, whi h an redu e their sla k.
The dynami sla k of a pipeline denotes the number of messages or, more generally, the range of numbers
of messages that the pipeline must hold to run at optimal throughput. For the same pipeline of n simple
bu ers with a symmetri implementation, the dynami sla k is entered around n =2. (See [25, 45℄.) However,
the most eÆ ient bu er templates are not symmetri al|they favor forward laten y over ba kward laten y.
For su h bu ers, the dynami -sla k range is redu ed, typi ally entering around n =8 for the MiniMIPS.
Be ause of the importan e of sla k mat hing on the performan e optimization of a system, several alternative
implementations of a given omponent will be ompared in terms of their e e t on the sla k of the omponent.
(See [25, 45℄.)

2.3 Modeling System Components: HSE
At the level of ea h omponent (pro ess), the CHP design is re ned into a partial order of signal transitions,
i.e., transitions on boolean variables. The HSE notation is not di erent from CHP ex ept that it allows
only boolean variables, and send and re eive ommuni ations have been repla ed with their handshaking
expansion in terms of the boolean variables modeling the ommuni ation wires. The modeling of wires
introdu es a restri ted form of shared variables between pro esses (the variables implementing hannels). A
typi al example of a HSE program is as follows:

[[li℄;

#; [:ri℄; lo "; [:li℄; lo #℄
The input variables li and ri an only be read. The output variables lo and ro an be read and written.
The above example an be read as follows. \Repeat forever: wait for li to be true; set ro to true; wait for
ri to be true; set ro to false; et ..."
ro

";

[ri℄;

ro

2.4 Modeling Cir uits: Produ tion Rules

The omputational model used at the ir uit level is alled PRS for produ tion-rule set. A ir uit, for instan e
a CMOS ir uit, is a network of operators (logi gates). Ea h gate has an arbitrary number of inputs (in
5

pra ti e this number is limited by the resistan e of transistor hains), and one output. The output of a gate
is onne ted to the low voltage level (the ground, used to represent the boolean value false) by a transistor
network (the pull-down network) and to the high voltage level (Vdd, representing the boolean value true)
by another transistor network (the pull-up network). The two networks together form the gate as shown in
Figure 1. A transistor is modeled as a swit h ontrolled by the boolean value of the gate of the transistor.
Vdd
Bu
z_

z

Bd
Gnd

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The pull-up and pull-down networks implementing a CMOS logi gate: (a) ombinational gate,
(b) state-holding gate with a standard \stati izer" (\keeper"). The ir led transistors are weak.
A pull-up/pull-down network is a network of swit hes that onne ts or dis onne ts the output node of the
operator and either the Vdd node or the ground node. There is a well-known one-to-one orresponden e
between a swit hing network and a boolean expression in terms of the variables ontrolling the swit hes. Let
Bu be the boolean expression representing the pull-up network and Bd be the boolean expression representing
the pull-down network, and let x be the output of the operator. If Bu holds, a ondu ting path exists between
Vdd and x ; if the path remains ondu ting long enough, eventually the voltage of x is pulled up to Vdd, i.e.,
x is assigned the value true. And similarly when Bd holds, x is assigned the value false. Those behaviors
are formalized by the two produ tion rules:

Bu ! z "
Bd ! z #
De nition 1 A produ tion rule (PR) is a onstru t of the form B ! t where t is a simple assignment (a
transition) and B is a boolean expression alled the guard of the PR.
De nition 2 A produ tion rule set (PRS) is the parallel omposition of all produ tion rules in the set.
2.5 Boolean Operators

On e the PR set of a system has been synthesized, the omplementary PRs, |the produ tion rules that set
and reset the same variable|are identi ed and implemented with (standard or non-standard) operators.
In this se tion, we introdu e the small set of boolean operators used in the paper (ex ept for the arbiter
and syn hronizer that will be introdu ed later). CMOS is the target te hnology, whi h imposes two main
restri tions: (1) the number of transistors in series allowed in the implementation of a single gate is severely
bounded; (2) in order to guarantee good signal transitions (slew rates), we use almost ex lusively restoring
logi , i.e., we avoid pass-transistors. Furthermore, we use p-transistors ex lusively in pull-up hains and
n-transistors ex lusively in pull-down hains. With those restri tions, CMOS is an inverting logi .
For the sake of simpli ity, we do not always des ribe the ir uits in an inverting-logi form. When needed,
we repla e a variable x with its inverted version x .
Complementary PRs must be non-interfering, i.e., guards Bu and Bd annot be true at the same time.
(We return to this issue in the next se tion.) If Bu = :Bd , then either Bu or Bd holds at any time, and
output z is always onne ted to either the Vdd or the ground|z is always \driven." In this ase, the
operator implementing the PRs is ombinational with the simple CMOS implementation of Figure 1(a). If
there are states in the omputation where neither Bu nor Bd holds, then output z is \ oating" in those
states. The operator has to maintain the urrent value of z and is therefore state-holding.
6

2.5.1 Combinational Gates
With the ex eption of the \write-a knowledge" we use standard ombinational gates in this paper: inverter,
nand, nor. Wire and forks are also des ribed as operators, but sin e no transistor is used in their implementation, the ampli ation e e t of the transistor is not used: they are not restoring gates. A nand-gate with
inputs x and y and output z (denoted z = (x nand y )) implements the PRs

x ^ y ! z#
:x _ :y ! z " :

A nor-gate with inputs x and y and output z (denoted z = (x nor y )) implements the PRs

x _ y ! z#
:x ^ :y ! z " :

Nand- and nor-gates may have multiple inputs. Be ause of the restri tion on the length of transistor hains,
a multiple-input gate may have to be de omposed into a tree of smaller gates. Large-gate de omposition is
an annoying problem in asyn hronous design sin e it may violate stability. The de omposition of a multiinput or-gate we use in the paper is stable be ause a transition on the output is aused by exa tly one input
transition.

2.5.2 State-Holding Elements
In QDI design, dynami implementations of state-holding elements are ex luded be ause they rely on a
timing assumption: the duration of a oating state is assumed short enough to guarantee that the values of
the output variable does not hange. Instead, state-holding gates are implemented in su h a way that the
output node is onne ted to the Vdd or the ground even in the states where neither Bu nor Bd holds. To
do so, we have to add pull-up or pull-down onditions. For instan e, to keep the true value of the output
node z , we add pull-up Su , whi h amounts to adding PR Su ! z ". Sin e the PR is added only to maintain
the value of z , its ring is va uous; it does not hange the value of z .
Adding va uous PRs is also used to simplify ir uits, in parti ular to transform state-holding gates
into ombinational ones. Su h a transformation is always possible but is used only when the resulting
ombinational gate is simple. Otherwise, a standard \stati izing" ir uit is added to the state-holding gate.
The general idea is to have both the output zt and its inverse zf available, either by introdu ing an expli it
inverter or by omputing them separately. Then, :zf ! zt " is added to keep zt high, zf ! zt # is added
keep zt low . Those PRs are obviously va uous.
A diÆ ulty is that when a transition res to hange the value of the output, there is an interferen e, a
\ ght", with the va uous transition added to maintain the value. The transistor of the va uous PR have
to be implemented as \weak", i.e., with high enough resistan e that the ring of the e e tive transition
ompletes and hanges the value of the output. A standard \keeper" or \stati izer" built in this manner is
shown in Figure 1(b).
The three state-holding gates used in this paper are the Muller C-element, the set-reset gate, and the
pre harge fun tion. The Muller C-element (also alled C-element) with inputs x and y and output z , denoted
z = x C y , implements the PRs

x ^ y ! z"
:x ^ :y ! z # :

The C-element is a state-holding element sin e the urrent value of z must be maintained when x 6= y .
The three-input C-element (denoted 3C) is used in a few examples in the paper. The 3-input C-element
z = x C y C t implements the PRs

x ^ y ^ t ! z"
:x ^ :y ^ :t ! z # :
The set-reset gate with inputs s and r and output z has the PRs:
s ! z"
r ! z#
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Sin e s and r must be mutually ex lusive, it is always possible to implement the set-reset gate as the Celement z = s C :r . This implementation requires to invert either s or r . Rather, we an ode z with the
two variables zt and zf , su h that zt = :zf , as follows:

s
:zf
r
:zt

!
!
!
!

zf #
zt "
zt #
zf "

Adding the standard va uous rules lead to two possible implementations. One with ross- oupled inverters
implements the PRs

s _ zt
:zf
r _ zf
:zt

!
!
!
!

zf #
zt "
zt #
zf " :

The other one, with ross- oupled nor-gates implements the PRs

s _ zt
:zf ^ :r
r _ zf
:zt ^ :s

!
!
!
!

zf #
zt "
zt #
zf " :

The two extra transistors make the gates ombinational and avoid the need for weak transistors.(See Figure 2.) We also use a non-standard operator, the pre harge fun tion (PCF). An example of a pre harge
fun tion with inputs en , x 0, x 1, y 0, y 1 and output z is des ribed by the following two PR pairs:

en ^ (x 0 ^ y 0 _ x 1 ^ y 1)
:en
en ^ (x 0 ^ y 1 _ x 1 ^ y 0)
:en

! z 1#
! z 1"
! z 0#
! z 0"
omputes the fun tion X = Y

This gate
where X , Y , and Z are dual-rail en oded; en is a ontrol signal.
This gate is also a state-holding element. The PCF an be used for any fun tion (boolean or 1-of-n) whose
CMOS pulldown-networks do not ex eed the limit on transistor- hain length.
s

zf

w
en

zt

t

w

(b)
x
y

z_

x0

y0

x1

y1

en

z
zf

zt

(d)
(a)

s

t

(c)

Figure 2: State-holding elements: (a) The C-element, (b) Nor-gate implementation of set-reset, ( ) inverter
implementation of set-reset, (d) An example of a pre harge fun tion. The ross- oupled inverters in (a) and
(b) are standards \stati izers." The letter w indi ates that the transistors of the inverter are weak.
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3 A Brief Theory of QDI Logi
This se tion may be skipped at rst reading beyond the de nitions of stability and non-interferen e. However,
the se tion is important as it explains why and under whi h onditions this method of asyn hronous design
produ es ir uits that are operating orre tly, i.e., without logi hazards. A hazard is the possibility of an
in omplete transition (a \glit h").1

3.1 Exe ution Model: Stability and Non-interferen e
De nition 3 (1) An exe ution of produ tion rule G ! t is an unbounded sequen e of rings. A ring of
G ! t when G is true amounts to the exe ution of t. A ring when G is false is a skip. The ring of a PR
that hanges the state of the omputation is said to be e e tive; otherwise, the ring is said to be va uous.
(2) An exe ution of a produ tion-rule set is the on urrent exe ution of all produ tion rules in the set.
A transition is an e e tive ring of a produ tion rule. We use the predi ate R (t ) to denote the result of
transition t : R (x ")  x , R (x #)  :x .

The on urrent exe ution model is as general as possible: (1) transitions are not instantaneous: bringing
a node from the low voltage level to the high voltage level or vi e versa does take time; and (2) there is no
notion of atomi a tion: the on urrent exe ution of omplementary transitions x " and x # is unde ned.2
Within su h a model, how do we guarantee the proper exe ution of produ tion rule G ! t ? In other
words, what an go wrong and how do we avoid it? Two types of malfun tion may take pla e. (1) Guard
G of G ! t may ease to hold before transition t has ompleted, as the result of a on urrent transition
invalidating G . (2) The omplementary transition t 0 of t is exe uted while the exe ution of t is in progress,
leading to an unde ned state. We introdu e two requirements, stability and non-interferen e that eliminate
the two sour es of malfun tion.

De nition 4 A produ tion rule G ! t is said to be stable in a omputation if and only if G an hange
from true to false only in those states of the omputation in whi h R(t ) holds. A produ tion-rule set is said
to be stable if and only if all produ tion rules in the set are stable.
De nition 5 Two produ tion rules Bu ! x " and Bd ! x # are said to be non-interfering in a omputation
if and only if :Bu _ :Bd is an invariant of the omputation. A produ tion-rule set is non-interfering if
every pair of omplementary produ tion rules in the set is non-interfering.

3.2 Deterministi Exe ution

In any state, any subset of the set of produ tion rules with a true guard, so- alled enabled PRs, an re
on urrently. This exe ution model is diÆ ult to work with sin e it requires us to onsider all possible
on urrent exe utions in ea h state. Fortunately, under stability and non-interferen e, the on urrent rings
of any two PRs is equivalent to the ring of the two rules in any order.3 In other words, a stable and noninterfering QDI omputation is deterministi . An early study of determinism in speed-independent ir uits
is in [23℄.

Theorem 1 Any on urrent exe ution of a stable and non-interfering PRS is equivalent to the sequential
exe ution model in whi h, at ea h step of the omputation, a PR with a true guard is sele ted and exe uted.
The sele tion of the PR should be weakly fair, i.e. any enabled PR is eventually sele ted for exe ution.
The existen e of a sequential exe ution model for QDI omputations greatly simpli es reasoning about, and
simulating, those omputations. Properties similar to stability are used in other theories of asyn hronous
omputations, in parti ular semi-modularity[37℄, and persisten y[11℄.
1 Of ourse, ele tri al e e ts, in parti ular harge sharing and ross-talk, an also produ e voltage glit hes that are not
eliminated by stability and non-interferen e.
2 As already mentioned, we make a minor ex eption to the non-interferen e rule when we add va uous transitions to implement
state-holding elements, and that is the reason why some inverters are \weak."
3 This property is sometimes alled the diamond property, or strong on uen e, or Chur h-Rosser and plays an important
role in the lambda- al ulus theory of programming languages and rewrite systems.
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3.3

Cy les and Self-Invalidating Transitions

Sin e hardware omputations are non-terminating, ea h transition z " is followed, after a number of other
transitions, by transition z #, and vi e versa. Sin e the guards Bu and Bd of those transitions are mutually
ex lusive, the hain of transitions betwen z " and z # must ontain a transition that invalidates Bu . Hen e,
transition z " invalidates itself through a sequen e of intermediate transitions. Can we still say that Bu is
stable? Is it possible that the e e t of z " propagates through the y le of gates fast enough to invalidate
itself? At the ele tri al level, ould the voltage V (z ) stabilize at an intermediate value lose to V dd=2?
Arguing that su h a ring of operators is not self-invalidating is equivalent to arguing that the ring
os illates. This is an ele tri al property of the ir uit that relates the slew rates of transitions, the gain
of the operators, and the number of operators on the ring. We require that any y le of operators be
implemented with a number of stages at least equal to a hosen minimum to guarantee that the y le is not
self-invalidating. (In CMOS, three restoring operators with good gain are usually suÆ ient, although we
usually require ve to be safe.)
Consider rule B ^ x ! x # as part of a gate G with output x . At the logi al level, the exe ution of
transition x # when the guard holds invalidates the guard. (Su h produ tion rules are therefore alled selfinvalidating). The dire t implementation of the rule is a ring ontaining just one operator. We ex lude

self-invalidating produ tion rules sin e, in most implementations, they would violate the stability ondition.
3.4 Transition Ordering, A knowledgment, and Iso hroni Fork

A omputation implements a partial order of transitions. In the absen e of timing assumptions, this partial
order is based on a ausality relation. For example, transition x " auses transition y # in state S if and only
if x " makes guard By of y # true in S . Transition y # is said to a knowledge transition x ". We do not have to
be more spe i about the pre ise ordering in time of transitions x " and y #. The a knowledgment relation
is enough to introdu e the desired partial order among transitions, and to on lude that x " pre edes y #. In
an implementation of the ir uit, gate Gx with output x is dire tly onne ted to gate Gy with output y ,
i.e., x is an input of Gy .

Hen e, a ne essary ondition for an asyn hronous ir uit to be delay-insensitive is that all transitions are
a knowledged.

Unfortunately, the lass of omputations in whi h all transitions are a knowledged is very limited. Consider the following example in whi h the spe i ation of the omputation requires an ordering of transitions
on variables x and y de ned by the sequen e:
:::

x "; y ";

:::;

x "; z ":::

Implementing this sequen e of transitions requires introdu ing at least one ontrol variable to distinguish
the states in whi h x " auses y " from the states in whi h x " auses z ", leading to PRs of the form:

^ x ! y"
: ^ x ! z"

As shown in Figure 3, x as the output of gate Gx is forked to x 1, an input of gate Gy with output y , and to
x 2, an input of gate Gz with output z . A transition x " when holds is followed by a transition y ", but not by
a transition z ", i.e. transition x 1" is a knowledged but transition x 2" is not, and vi e versa when : holds.
Hen e, in either ase, a transition on one output of the fork is not a knowledged. In order to guarantee that
the una knowledged transition ompletes without violating the spe i ed order, a timing assumption alled
the iso hroni ity assumption has to be introdu ed, and the forks that require that assumption are alled
iso hroni forks[30℄. (Not all forks in a QDI ir uit are iso hroni .) Most ir uits presented in this paper
ontain iso hroni forks. A typi al instan e is the fork with input qi in Figure 15 des ribing a single-bit
register.
The timing assumption on iso hroni forks is a one-sided inequality that an always be satis ed: It
requires that the delay of a single transition be shorter that the sum of the delays on a multi-transition path.
If the lass of DI ir uits is too small to in lude all interesting omputations, is the QDI lass large enough?
It an be proved by onstru ting a Turing ma hine as a QDI ir uit (see [26℄) that the lass of QDI ir uits
is Turing omplete, i.e., all Turing- omputable fun tions have a QDI implementation.
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c

Gy

y

Gz

z

x1
x
x2
c

Figure 3: The fork (x,x1,x2) is iso hroni : a transition on x1 auses a transition on y only when is true, and
a transition on x2 auses a transition on z only when is false. Hen e, ertain transitions on x1 and on x2
are not a knowledged, and therefore a timing assumption must be used to guarantee the proper ompletion
of those una knowledged transitions.

3.5 Summary
The synthesis method produ es ir uits that are stable and non-interfering and therefore hazard-free, ex ept
for iso hroni -fork hazards. Iso hroni forks have to satisfy a timing assumption, and rings of operators must
ontain a minimal number of restoring operators. The onditions on iso hroni forks and operator rings an
always be satis ed by adding restoring delay elements (inverters).

4 Asyn hronous Communi ation Proto ols
The implementation of send/re eive ommuni ation is entral to the methods of asyn hronous logi sin e
this form of ommuni ation is used at all levels of system design, from ommuni ation between, say, a
pro essor and a a he down to the intera tion between the ontrol part and the datapath of an ALU.
Communi ation a ross a hannel onne ting two asyn hronous omponents p 1 and p 2 is implemented as
a handshake proto ol. In a later se tion, we will des ribe how to implement ommuni ation between a
syn hronous ( lo ked) omponent and an asyn hronous one. Su h interfa es are needed in a GALS SoC.
ro

li

p1

p2
ri

lo

Figure 4: Implementation of a \bare" hannel (L; R) with two handshake wires: (lo; ri) and (ro; li).

4.1 Bare Handshake Proto ol
Let us rst implement a \bare" ommuni ation between pro esses p1 and p2: no data is transmitted. (Bare
ommuni ations are used as a syn hronization point between two pro esses.) In that ase, hannel (R; L)
an be implemented with two wires: wire (ro; li) and wire (lo; ri). (The wires that implement a hannel are
also alled rails.) See Figure 4. Wire (ro; li) is written by p1 and read by p2. Wire (lo; ri) is written by p2
and read by p1. An assignment ro " or ro # in p1 is eventually followed by the orresponding assignment li "
or li # in p2 due to the behavior of wire (ro; li). And symmetri ally for variables lo and ri, and wire (lo; ri).
By onvention, and unless spe i ed otherwise, all variables are initialized to false (zero).

4.1.1 Two-phase Handshake
The simplest handshake proto ol implementing the sla k-0 ommuni ation between R and L is the so- alled
alled non-return to zero (NRZ). The proto ol is de ned by the following
handshake sequen e Ru for R and Lu for L:

two-phase handshake proto ol, also
Ru : ro "; [ri ℄
Lu : [li ℄; lo "
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Given the behavior of the two wires (ro; li) and (lo; ri), the only possible interleaving of the elementary
transitions of Ru and Lu is ro "; li "; lo "; ri " :
This interleaving is a valid implementation of a sla k-0 exe ution of R and L sin e there is no state in the
system where one handshake has terminated and the other has not started. But now all handshake variables
are true, and therefore the next handshake proto ol for R and L has to be

Rd : ro #; [:ri ℄
Ld : [:li ℄; lo # :

The use of the two di erent proto ols is possible if it an be stati ally determined (i.e., by inspe tion of the
CHP ode) whi h are the even (upgoing) and odd (downgoing) phases of the ommuni ation sequen e on
ea h hannel. But if, for instan e, the CHP program ontains a sele tion ommand, it may be impossible to
determine whether a given ommuni ation is an even or odd one. In that ase, a general proto ol has to be
used that is valid for both phases, as follows:

R : ro := :ro ; [ro = ri ℄
L : [lo =6 li ℄; lo := :lo

This proto ol has a ompli ated ir uit implementation, requiring ex lusive-or gates and the storage of
the urrent values of lo and ro . Two-phase handshake also requires that arithmeti and logi al operations
performed on the data transmitted be implemented in both upgoing and downgoing logi s, whi h is quite
ineÆ ient. Therefore, in spite of its simpli ity, the two-phase handshake proto ol is rarely used besides some
obvious ases.

4.1.2 Four-phase Handshake
A straightforward solution is to always reset all variables to their initial value (zero). Su h a proto ol is
alled four-phase or return-to-zero (RZ). R is implemented as Ru; Rd and L as Lu; Ld as follows:

R : ro "; [ri ℄; ro #; [:ri ℄
L : [li ℄; lo "; [:li ℄; lo #

In this ase, the only possible interleaving of transitions (we annot stri tly order the waits) for a on urrent
exe ution of R and L is ro "; li "; lo "; ri "; ro #; li #; lo #; ri # :
Again, it an be shown that this interleaving implements a sla k-0 ommuni ation between R and L. It
an even be argued that this implementation is in fa t the sequen ing of two sla k-0 ommuni ations: the
rst one between Ru and Lu, the se ond one between Rd and Ld. This observation will be used later to
optimize the proto ols by a transformation alled reshuing.

4.2 Handshake Proto ols with Data: Bundled Data
Let us now deal with the ase when the ommuni ation also entails transmitting data, for instan e by sending
on R (R!x) and re eiving on L (L?y ). A solution immediately omes to mind: let us add a olle tion of data
wires next to the handshake wires. The data wire (rd; ld) is indi ated by a double arrow on Figure 5. The
proto ols are as follows:

R !x :
L?y :

rd := x ; ro "; [ri ℄; ro #; [:ri ℄
[li ℄; y := ld ; lo "; [:li ℄; lo #

This proto ol relies on the timing assumption that the order between rd := x and ro " in the sender is
maintained in the re eiver: When the re eiver has observed li to be true, it an assume that ld has been set
to the right value, whi h amounts to assuming that the delay on wire (ro; li) is always \safely" longer than
the delay on wire (rd; ld). Su h a proto ol is used and is alled bundled-data.
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ro

δ

li

rd

ld

ri

lo

Figure 5: A bundled-data ommuni ation proto ol. The igar shape on the ontrol wire (ro; li) indi ates
that the delay Æ on the wire has been adjusted to be longer than the delays on the data wires.

4.3 DI Data Codes
In the absen e of timing assumptions, the proto ol annot rely on a single wire to indi ate when the data
wires have been assigned a valid value by the sender. The validity of the data has to be en oded with the data
itself. A DI data ode is one in whi h the validity and neutrality of the data are en oded within the data.
Furthermore, the ode is hosen su h that when the data hanges from neutral to valid, no intermediate
value is valid; when the data hanges from valid to neutral, no intermediate value is neutral. Su h odes are
also alled separable. There are many DI odes but two are almost ex lusively used on hip|the dual-rail
and 1-of-N odes.

4.4 Dual-Rail Code
In a dual-rail ode, two wires, bit.0 and bit.1, are used for ea h bit of the binary representation of the data.
(See Figure 6(a).) The neutral and valid values are en oded as follows.

value
bit :0
bit :1

:
:

:

neutral 0 1
0
1 0
0
0 1

For a two-bit data word (x0; x1), its dual-rail en oding is:

value :
x 0:0 :
x 0:1 :
x 1:0 :
x 1:1 :

neutral
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
1
0

2
1
0
0
1

3
0
1
0
1
d.0
d.1
d.2
d.3

bit.0
bit.1
ack

ack

(b)

(a)

Figure 6: (a) A dual-rail oding of a boolean data- hannel; (b) A 1-of-4 oding of a 4-valued integer data
hannel. Observe that no delay element is needed.

4.5 1-of-N Codes
In a 1-of-N ode, one wire is used for ea h value of the data.
en oded as follows:
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Hen e, the same two-bit data word is now

value
d :0
d :1
d :2
d :3

:
:
:
:
:

neutral 0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
0

2
0
0
1
0

3
0
0
0
1

For a boolean data-word, dual-rail and 1-of-n are obviously identi al. For a 2-bit data word, both dual-rail
and 1-of-4 odes require 4 wires. For an N -bit data word, dual-rail requires 2  N wires. If the bits of the
original word are paired and ea h pair is 1-of-4 en oded, this oding also requires 2  N wires. An assignment
of a valid value to a dual-rail- oded word requires 2  N transitions, but requires only N transitions in the
ase of a 1-of-4 ode. (See Figure 6(b).)

4.6 k-out-of-N Codes

The one-of-N ode, also alled one-hot, is a spe ial ase of a larger lass of odes alled k-out-of-N. Instead
of using just one true bit out of N ode bits, as is done in the one-of-N, we may use k, 0 < k < N , true bits
to represent a valid ode value. The number of valid values of a k -out-of-N ode is Nk . Hen e, the maximal
number of valid values for a given N is obtained by hoosing k as N=2. Sperner has proved that this ode is
not only the optimal k -out-of-N ode, but also the optimal DI ode in terms of the size of the ode set for
a given N .

4.7 Berger Codes
Berger odes are onstru ted di erently. Let X be the ode word of data word D; X is the on atenation of
the un hanged data word D and a ode eld W , su h that W is the binary representation of the number of
zeros in D. The validity test is de ned as:
v (X )

 (#zeros in D = de (W ))

where de (W ) is the de imal value of W . The following table gives the Berger odes for four data words of
size 4|ea h olumn represents a ode word, with the most signi ant bit of W at the bottom:
D 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
W 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0
1 0 0 0
The following is an informal argument of why Berger odes are DI. Sin e the neutral value onsists of all
zeros, any intermediate ode word (Di; W i) has more zeros than the nal value (D; W ), either in Di or in
W i or both. In all three ases, the number of zeros represented by W i is less than the number of zeros in
Di. Therefore no intermediate ode word is valid.

4.8 Whi h DI Code?
The hoi e of a DI ode in the design of a system on a hip is di tated by a number of pra ti al requirements.
First, the tests for validity and neutrality must be simple. The neutrality test is simple, as in all odes, the
unique neutral value is the set of all zeroes or the set of all ones. But the validity test may vary greatly with
the ode. Se ondly, the oding and de oding of a data word must be simple. Thirdly, the overhead in terms
of the number of bits used for a ode word ompared to the number of bits used for a data word should be
kept reasonably small. Finally, the ode should be easy to \split": a oded word is often split into portions
that are distributed among a number of pro esses|for example, a pro essor instru tion may be de omposed
into an op ode, and several register elds. It is very onvenient if the portions of a ode word are themselves
a valid ode word. This is the ase for the dual-rail ode for all partitionings and for the one-of-4 ode for
partitionings down to a quarter-byte. For all those pra ti al reasons, dual-rail and 1-of-4 are used almost
ex lusively in asyn hronous VLSI design.
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4.9 Validity and Neutrality Tests
The ombination of four-phase handshake proto ol and DI ode for the data gives the following general
implementation for ommuni ation on a hannel. In this generi des ription, we use global names for both
the sender and re eiver variables. A olle tion of data wires alled data en odes the message being sent. A
single a knowledge wire a k is used by the re eiver to notify the sender that the message has been re eived.
This wire is alled the enable wire when it is initialized high (true).
The data wires are initially set to the neutral value of the ode. The on urrent assignment denoted
data * takes the data wires from the neutral value to a valid value. The on urrent assignment data + takes
the data wires from a valid value ba k to the neutral value. The proto ols for sender and re eiver an be
des ribed as:

Send : data *; [v (a k )℄; data +; [n (a k )℄
Re eive : [v (data )℄; a k "; [n (data )℄; a k #
The predi ate v (X ), alled validity test, is used to determine that X is a valid value for the hosen DI
ode. The predi ate n(X ), alled neutrality test, is used to determine that x has the neutral value in the

hosen DI ode. The implementations of validity and neutrality tests play an important role in the eÆ ien y
of QDI systems.

4.9.1 A tive and Passive Proto ols
There is an asymmetry in the (two-phase and four-phase) handshake proto ols des ribed in the previous
se tion: One side, here the sender, starts by setting some output variables (wires) to a valid value. Su h
a proto ol is alled a tive. The other side, here the re eiver, starts by waiting for some inpout variables
(wires) to have a valid value. Su h a proto ol is alled passive. Symmetri al proto ols are possible but are
more ompli ated and therefore rarely used.
Of ourse, an a tive proto ol on one side of a hannel has to be mat hed to a passive proto ol on the
other side of the same hannel. It seems \natural" to hoose the sender side to be a tive and the re eiver
side to be passive, but in fa t, the sender an be passive and the re eiver a tive. We will see ases when this
is a better hoi e. The proto ol is then as follows:

Send (passive ) : [v (a k )℄; data *; [n (a k )℄; data +
Re eive (a tive ) : a k "; [v (data )℄; a k #; [n (data )℄

:

4.9.2 Example: One-bit Channel
A one-bit hannel between a sender and a re eiver is implemented as in Figure 7. Two data wires (r1; l1)

R!x

r1
r2

l1

ri

lo

l2
L?y

Figure 7: Handshake wires for a one-bit DI data hannel.
and (r2; l2) are used to ode the values true and false of the bit. Wire (lo; ri) is often alled the a knowledge
wire. Next, we implement the send a tion R!x and the re eive a tion L?y , where x is a boolean variable
lo al to the sender and y is a boolean variable lo al to the re eiver. The validity and neutrality tests for the
re eive are l 1 _ l 2 and :l 1 ^ :l 2. For an a tive send and a passive re eive, we get

R !x :
L?y :

[x
[l 1

! r 1"[℄:x ! r 2"℄; [ri ℄; r 1#; r 2#; [:ri ℄
_ l 2℄; [l 1 ! y "[℄l 2 ! y #℄; lo "; [:l 1 ^ :l 2℄; lo # :
In the send, the sele tion [x ! r 1"[℄:x ! r 2"℄ assigns the value of x to the data wires of port R . In
the re eive, the sele tion [l 1 ! y "[℄l 2 ! y #℄ assigns the value of the data wires of port L to y . In pra ti e,
the internal variables x and y are also dual-rail en oded.
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In the re eive, the validity test [l 1 _ l 2℄ is super uous, sin e the sele tion following it also in ludes
waiting for l 1 or l 2. We an rewrite the HSE of the re eive as

L?y :

[l 1

! y "[℄l 2 ! y #℄; lo "; [:l 1 ^ :l 2℄; lo #

:

The solution for passive send and a tive re eive is

R!x : [ri ℄; [x ! r 1"[℄:x ! r 2"℄; [:ri ℄; r 1#; r 2#
L?y : lo "; [l 1 ! y "[℄l 2 ! y #℄; lo #; [:l 1 ^ :l 2℄

:

5 Basi Building Blo ks: Sequen ing, Storage, Computation
The three basi building blo ks are (1) a ir uit that sequen es two bare ommuni ation a tions|we shall
see that the sequen ing of any two arbitrary a tions an be redu ed to the sequen ing of two bare ommuni ations, (2) a ir uit that reads and writes a single-bit register, and (3) a ir uit that omputes a boolean
fun tion of a small number of bits. Those ir uits will be derived in some details from their HSE spe iations, in order to give the reader some understanding of the logi synthesis method that produ es the
ir uits.

5.1 Sequen er
The basi sequen ing building blo k is the \sequen er" pro ess, also alled \left-right bu er":

p1 :

*[L;

R℄

whi h repeatedly does a bare ommuni ation on its left port L followed by a bare ommuni ation on its right
port R . The two ports are onne ted to an environment. The most general spe i ation of the environment
is

env : *[L0℄ k *[R0℄
where L0 onne ts to L and R 0

onne ts to R .
The implementations vary signi antly depending on whether the two ports are a tive or passive. The
simplest is when both ports are a tive. (The reason is that a handshake on a passive port is initiated by the
environment and therefore requires extra e ort to be syn hronized.)
For L and R (bare) a tive ports, the HSE of p 1 is
*[lo "; [li ℄;

lo #; [:li ℄; ro "; [ri ℄; ro #; [:ri ℄℄ :

5.1.1 Logi Synthesis: From HSE to PRS

Next, the HSE of p 1 is implemented as a produ tion rule set that an then be realized as a CMOS transistor
network. The HSE is now the spe i ation of the ir uit. This step is the ore of the logi synthesis,
sin e it requires implementing the partial order of transitions expli itly. (Several alternative logi synthesis
algorithms exist, for instan e[12℄.) By a simple observation of the HSE, we are en ouraged to try the following
PR set as a rst attempt:

:ri
li
:li
ri

!
!
!
!

lo "
lo #
ro "
ro # :

While it is indeed possible to re the PRs in the order of HSE, namely top to bottom, other ring orders
are possible that do not orrespond to the spe i ation. In parti ular, :li ! ro " an re in the initial state,
whi h would violate the HSE spe i ation. In order to prevent PR G ! t from ring in state s hara terized
by the ondition S on the variables of the system, we strengthen the guard G with the simplest ondition S 0
su h that G ^ S 0 ) :S , i.e. the PR be omes G ^ S 0 ! t . If we try this approa h to prevent PR :li ! ro "
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from ring in the initial state, we on lude that we annot. The reason is that the state pre eding ro " and
the state pre eding lo " are identi al in terms of the variables of the HSE, and therefore the states in whi h
ea h of the two transitions is to re annot be separated.
We need to introdu e a state variable to distinguish those two states. This phase of the synthesis is
usually alled state assignment. In this example, a single state variable x (initially false) suÆ es:
*[lo "; [li ℄;

x "; lo #; [:li ℄; ro "; [ri ℄; x #; ro #; [:ri ℄℄ :

Now, all the states that need to be distinguished are uniquely determined and we an generate a PR set that
implements the HSE:

:x ^ :ri
li
x
x ^ :li
ri
:x

!
!
!
!
!
!

lo "
x"
lo #
ro "
x#
ro #

The previous PR set is implementable, but it ontains only state-holding gates. An additional transformation
alled guard symmetrization is usually applied, whi h onsists of adding va uous transitions so as to make
the guards of the PRs of a gate boolean omplements of ea h other. This leads to the two solutions shown
in Figure 8. In the rst implementation, the set-reset gate of x is repla ed with a C-element x = (li C ri):
In the se ond one, the set-reset is implemented with ross- oupled nor-gates.
li

ro

li

ro

x

C
x
lo_

ri_

lo
ri

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Implementation of an A tive-A tive Bu er (sequen er): (a) with a C-element implementation of
the state bit, (b) with a ross- oupled nor-gate implementation of the state bit.

5.1.2 Q-Element and Passive-A tive Bu er
From the a tive-a tive bu er, we derive a slightly di erent pro ess, alled a \Q-element," with the spe i ation:

p2 :

*[[L℄;

R; L℄

This pro ess has the same two ports as p 1, but sequen es the a tions di erently: p 2 rst waits until there
is a pending ommuni ation on L from the environment, then it rst does R and nally does L. Its ir uit
implementation is used in many ontrol stru tures.
For bare ports L and R , and hoosing L passive and R a tive, the HSE of p 2 is
*[[li ℄;

ro "; [ri ℄; ro #; [:ri ℄; lo "; [:li ℄; lo #℄

whi h is the HSE of the a tive-a tive bu er started in the state following lo #, and with variable li inverted.
(For instan e the nor-implementation of the AA bu er with xt and xf initialized to true and false respe tively,
and with li inverted implements the Q-element.)
All other forms of the left-right bu er are derived from the a tive-a tive bu er by hanging an a tive
port into a passive one. The onversion is done by a simple C-element. The passive-a tive bu er is shown
on Figure 9.
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li

ro

AA

C

ri

lo

Figure 9: A passive-a tive bu er implemented as an a tive-a tive bu er with a C-element as an a tive-topassive onverter on port L.

5.1.3 Reshuing and Half-Bu ers
We have already mentioned that the downgoing phase of a four-phase handshake is solely for the purpose of
resetting all variables to their initial (neutral state) values, usually false. The designer therefore has some
leeway in the sequen ing of the downgoing a tions of a ommuni ation with respe t to other a tions of a
HSE. The transformation that moves a part of a handshake sequen e in a HSE is alled reshuing. It is
an important transformation in asyn hronous system synthesis as many alternative implementations of the
same spe i ation an be understood as being di erent reshuings of the same initial HSE. Starting from
the HSE of the passive-a tive bu er
*[[li ℄;

lo "; [:li ℄; lo #; ro "; [ri ℄; ro #; [:ri ℄℄ ;

we an apply several reshuings.

5.1.4 Simple Half-Bu er
A rather drasti reshuing is the following one:
*[[:ri ℄; [li ℄;

lo "; ro "; [:li ℄; [ri ℄; lo #; ro #℄ :

Its interest is that it leads to a very simple implementation: a simple C-element with the output repli ated
to be both lo and ro , as shown on Figure 10(a).
By de nition, a bu er is su h that there is a state in whi h the number of ompleted L- ommuni ations
(#L) ex eeds the number of ompleted R - ommuni ations (#R) by one: #L = #R + 1. A dire t implementation of the bu er should have a sla k one. But what is the sla k of this reshuing? The reshuing
has de reased the sla k between L and R and therefore there is no longer a state where #L = #R + 1.
But as we shall see momentarily, the sequential omposition of two su h modules does implement a bu er.
Therefore the C-element implementation is alled a half-bu er, more spe i ally a simple half-bu er (SHB).
(The term half-bu er was introdu ed by Andrew Lines in [25℄.) The SHB is a very useful module to onstru t simple linear FIFOs. For instan e, for L and R boolean ports, the half-bu er implementation of
*[L?x ; R !x ℄ is shown in Figure 10(b). It is not used when omputation is involved. The SHB is one of the
oldest asyn hronous building blo ks still in use. It was rst introdu ed by David Muller[37℄.
l.0

r.0

C
li

ro
li_

ri_

C
lo

ri

C
l.1

(a)

r.1

(b)

Figure 10: A simple half-bu er: (a) bare handshake, (b) with one bit of data transmitted from L to R.

5.1.5 C-Element Full Bu er
Another (less drasti ) reshuing of the original HSE is:
*[ [li ℄;

lo "; [:ri ℄; ro "; [:li ℄; lo #; [ri ℄; ro #℄ :
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The PRS is:

:ro ^ li
lo ^ :ri
ro ^ :li
:lo ^ ri

!
!
!
!

lo "
ro "
lo #
ro #

leading to the two C-element implementation of Figure 11. Sin e
li

ri

is false in the neutral state of

R, the

ro

C

C

lo

ri

Figure 11: An implementation of a bare-handshake full-bu er.
HS sequen e of L an omplete without the environment of R being started, i.e. even if ri doesn't hange.
Hen e, the above HSE has a sla k one between L and R , and therefore it implements a full-bu er. Sin e
this full bu er is the linear omposition of two simple half-bu ers, this explains the term half-bu er used
for the previous reshuing. A full-bu er FIFO stage transmitting one bit of data from L to R is shown in
Figure 12.
l.0

r.0

C

C

li_

ri_

C

C

l.1

r.1

Figure 12: A full-bu er FIFO stage transmitting one bit of data from left to right

5.2 Reshuing and Sla k
In most ases, reshuing is used to simplify implementation. By overlapping two or more handshaking
sequen es, reshuing redu es the number of states the system has to step through, often eliminating the
need for additional state variables. But at the same time, reshuing may redu e the sla k of a pipeline stage
when it is applied to an input port and an output port, for instan e L and R in the simple bu er.
Hen e, reshuing a bu er HSE is usually a tradeo between redu ing the ir uit omplexity on the
one hand, and redu ing the sla k on the other hand, thereby redu ing the throughput. As an illustration,
Figure 13 shows di erent reshuings of *[L; R ℄, starting with the maximal, sla k-0, reshuing whi h redu es the implementation to two wires, and ending with the non-reshued (maximally de oupled) sla k-1
implementation, whi h is also the most omplex.

5.3 Single-bit Register
Next, we implement a register pro

ess that provides read and write a ess to a single boolean variable, x.
The environment an write a new value into x through port P , and read the urrent value of x through
port Q . If we assume that the read and write requests from the environment are mutually ex lusive, whi h
requires that the hannels onne ting the register to the environment have no sla k, then the probe onstru t
an be used to sele t a read or write request, and the ode for the register is
*[[P
[℄Q
℄℄ :

! P ?x
! Q !x
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ro

li

slack 0
lo

ri

li

ro

C

slack 1/2
lo

ri

li

ro

C

slack 1

C

lo

ri

li

ro

slack 1
w/o overlap
of L & R

C

C

lo

ri

Figure 13: Tradeo between reshuing and sla k in the implementation of the bu er ontrol [L; R℄
If the probe annot be used, for instan e be ause the hannels annot maintain the order of the read/write
requests, then an extra ontrol port, say C , is needed to arry the read/write information, as in the following
program:
*[C ? ;
[
[℄:
℄℄ :

! P ?x
! Q !x

Although the solution with ontrol hannel is slighty more ompli ated, it has the advantage that the hannels
an a ept any amount of sla k without hanging the orre tness of the system. We say that the solution is
sla k elasti . Sla k elasti ity is an important property, be ause it allows more freedom in the de omposition
of large omputations into a olle tion of ommuni ating modules, and it also allows sla k mat hing for
performan e optimization. If we were to try and add sla k to the rst solution, the order of read and write
requests would be lost.
Let us implement the rst solution. The handshaking expansion uses dual-rail en oding. As shown in
Figure 14, input port P is implemented with two input wires, pi1 for re eiving the value true, and pi2 for
re eiving the value false; and one a knowledge wire, po. Output port Q is implemented with two output
wires, qo1 for sending the value true, and qo2 for sending the value false; and one request wire, qi. Variable
x is also dual-rail en oded as the pair of variables xt ; xf . The handshaking expansion gives:
*[[pi 1
[℄pi 2
[℄xt ^ qi
[℄xf ^ qi
℄℄ :

!
!
!
!

xf #; xt "; po "; [:pi 1℄; po #
xt #; xf "; po "; [:pi 2℄; po #
qo 1"; [:qi ℄; qo 1#
qo 2"; [:qi ℄; qo 2#
pi1

qo1

po

qi

pi2

qo2
xt

xf

Figure 14: Handshake wires for the single-bit register
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5.3.1 Writing an Asyn hronous Register
The PRs for the write part of the register (the rst two lines of the HSE) are:

pi 2 ! xt #
xf #
:xt ! xf "
xt "
pi 2 ^ xf ! po #
po #
po "
:pi 2 ! po "
(We have inverted po as po to make it dire tly implementable in CMOS.) Although it looks straightforward,
this PR set and the ir uits derived from it deserve s rutiny.
The PRs for xt and xf are those of a set-reset gate and an be implemented either with nor-gates or with
inverters (the preferred solution for multi-bit register les and memories where density is important.)
The PRs setting and resetting po form what is known as the write-a knowledge ir uitry or wa k. They
pi 1
:xf
pi 1 ^ xt
:pi 1

!
!
!
!

are grouped together as:

(pi 1 ^ xt ) _ (pi 2 ^ xf )
:pi 1 ^ :pi 2

! po #
! po "

A dire t CMOS implementation, usually preferred, is shown in Figure 15(a). A pass-transistor implementation is shown in Figure 15(b).
The write-a knowledge (or wa k) represents the main ost we have to pay for not relying on timing
assumptions: Sin e we annot know how long it takes to set or reset xt and xf , we have to ompute the
information that the writing of xt and xf has ompleted su essfully. The ost is high sin e a wa k is needed
for every bit of storage.
In pra ti e, the overhead of wa k is too high for memories and register- les, and therefore some timing assumptions are usually introdu ed for density reasons in asyn hronous memory design. But write-a knowledge
is used in all other QDI ir uits.

5.3.2 Reading an Asyn hronous Register
The read-part of the register is simple. The PRs are

xt ^ qi
:qi
xf ^ qi
:qi

!
!
!
!

qo 1"
qo 1#
qo 2"
qo 2# :

Those PRs an be implemented dire tly in CMOS. If the environment does not modify x (through a write)
until the end of the four-phase read handshake, the se ond and fourth rules an be implemented as

:xt _ :qi ! qo 1#
:xf _ :qi ! qo 2#

whi h leads to a two nand-gate implementation. Both implementations are shown in Figure 15.
pi1

qi

+
po

wack

xt
xf

SR

xt

qo1_

xf
qo2_

−
pi2
reg

Figure 15: An implementation of the single-bit register: The write-a knowledge (wa k) an be implemented
with standard gates, or with a single omplex gate, or with pass-transistors; SR is implemented either with
ross- oupled nor-gates or ross- oupled inverters.
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5.4 N-bit Register and Completion Tree
The generalization to an n -bit register is straightforward: The register R is built as the parallel omposition of
n one-bit registers r . Ea h register r produ es a single write-a knowledge signal wa k . All the a knowledge
signals are ombined by an n -input C-element to produ e a single write-a knowledge for R . This n -input
C-element, say y = x1 C x2 C ::: C xn follows the restri ted proto ol in whi h a transition on the output y
i

i

i

is always pre eded by exa tly one transition on ea h input, as follows:
*[(x 1";

x 2"; :::; xn "); y "; (x 1#; x 2#; :::; xn #); y #℄ :
In this ase, the n -input C-element an be de omposed into a binary tree of 2-input C-elements without the
danger of introdu ing unstable transitions on the intermediate variables introdu ed by the de omposition.
Su h a C-element tree is alled a ompletion tree[33℄.
The ompletion tree puts a delay proportional to logn elementary transitions on the riti al y le. Combined with the write-a knowledge ir uit itself, the ompletion tree onstitutes the ompletion dete tion
ir uit, whi h is the main sour e of ineÆ ien y in QDI design. Numerous eÆ ient implementations of
ompletion dete tion have been proposed. See in parti ular [9℄. The read part of the n -bit register is
straightforward: The read-request signal is forked to all bits of the register. The n -bit register is shown in
Figure 16.

bit0

reg0

wack0

C
bit1

reg1

wack1

C

C
bit n−1 reg n−1

wack n−1

wack

n
n−bit
reg

CT

wack

completion tree
CT

Figure 16: An n-bit register as the omposition of n single-bit registers. The global write-a knowledge signal
is generated by a ompletion tree ombining the single-bit write-a knowledges.

5.5 Fun tion Evaluation

Computation is done by evaluating a fun tion f for a given value of its parameters. Without loss of generality,
onsider the omputation evaluating the boolean fun tion f (X ) for the urrent value of parameter X and
assigning the result to Y , i.e., implementing Y := f (X ). The anoni al handshake for su h a (one-bit)
omputation is

F (X ; Y )  *[[v (X )℄; [f (X ) ! y 1"[℄:f (X ) ! y 0"℄; [n (X )℄; y 0#; y 1#℄ :
Input parameter X and result Y are both oded in a DI ode (in the above example in dual-rail), and both
input parameters and results go through the neutral/valid/neutral y le: v (X ) and n (X ) are the validity
and neutrality tests for the input X ; output Y is set to a valid value orresponding to the value of f (X )
and then reset to the neutral value. It is important to observe that the above handshake is not a omplete
four-phase handshake on the ports X and Y and that F is not the handshake of a pro ess, unless we onsider
that X and Y together form a port. The most general environment is spe i ed by the HSE
env (F )  *[X *; [v (Y )℄; X +; [n (Y )℄℄ ;
where X * represents setting X to a valid value, and X + represents setting X to the neutral value. Although
the HSE of the fun tion is not a pro ess, it is omposable. If f = h Æ g , F (X; Y ) = (G(X; Z ) k H (Z; Y )). It
an be proved that F an be dire tly implemented by the PR set:
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v (X ) ^ f 0(X ) !
v (X ) ^ f 1(X ) !
n (X ) !
n (X ) !
where f 0 and f 1 are the

y 0"
y 1"
y 0#
y 1#

oding of :f and f , respe tively, when X is oded with a dual-rail or one-of-n ode.
However, this dire t implementation is rarely possible in urrent CMOS te hnology as the neutrality test
requires long hains of p-transistors as shown in the following example.

5.5.1 Example: Boolean Equality
The fun tion f is the equality of two booleans
version of the fun tion is
[(a 0 ^ b 0) _ (a 1 ^ b 1) ! y 1"
[℄(a 0 ^ b 1) _ (a 1 ^ b 0) ! y 0"

a

and b: [a =

b ! y "[℄a 6= b ! y #℄.

The dual-rail oded

℄:

Observe that (1) the two guards of the oded version are no longer boolean omplements of ea h other,
and all negations have disappeared; and (2) in this example, ea h guard of the dual-rail fun tion evaluation
implies the validity of both inputs. Hen e, the PRS an be simpli ed as:
(a 0 ^ b 0) _ (a 1 ^ b 1)
(a 0 ^ b 1) _ (a 1 ^ b 0)
:a 1 ^ :a 0 ^ :b 1 ^ :b 0
:a 1 ^ :a 0 ^ :b 1 ^ :b 0

!
!
!
!

y 1"
y 0"
y 1#
y 0#

Even for this simple fun tion, the neutrality tests (the guards of the last two PRs) requires four p-transistors
in series, whi h is una eptable in today's te hnology.

5.5.2 Pre harge Fun tion Evaluation
We are going to de ouple the validity/neutrality test from the fun tion evaluation in order to simplify the
reset ondition for the fun tion. Consider the HSE for the fun tion F , in whi h we have introdu ed a variable
v that is assigned the result of the validity and neutrality tests:

F (X ; Y )  *[[v (X )℄; v "; [f 1(X ) ! y 1"[℄f 0(X ) ! y 0"℄; [n (X )℄; v #; y 0#; y 1#℄ :

The above HSE is equivalent to the parallel omposition of the two following HSEs:

VN  *[[v (X )℄; v "; [n (X )℄; v #℄ ;
and

PCF (X ; Y )  *[[v ^ f 1(X ) ! y 1"[℄v ^ f 0(X ) ! y 0"℄; [:v ℄; y 0#; y 1#℄ :
The rst one, VN , omputes the validity/neutrality tests. It seems that we have just moved the diÆ ulty
from one pla e to another. But be ause of the symmetry of VN , the tests an now be de omposed into a
ompletion tree satisfying the proper limitations on transistor hains. The se ond one, PCF , omputes the
fun tion F as a PCF with v as a ontrol signal. The outputs y 0 and y 1 are usually inverted through a

stati izer.
As an example, let us return to the equality fun tion. With a separate ir uit omputing the validity/neutrality signal v , the produ tion rules of the fun tion are

v ^ ((a 0 ^ b 0) _ (a 1 ^ b 1))
v ^ ((a 0 ^ b 1) _ (a 1 ^ b 0))
:v
:v

!
!
!
!

y1 #
y0 #
y1 "
y0 " :

The ir uit implementation is shown in Figure 17.
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v

v
y0_
y1_

a0
b0

a1
b1

a1

a0

b0

b1

a0
a1

C

v

b0
b1

v

(a)

(b)

Figure 17: Pre harge implementation of the boolean-equality fun tion. (a) Pre harge fun tion evaluation;
(b) validity/neutrality test ir uit. For large input, the single C-element is repla ed with a ompletion tree.

6 Two Design Styles for Asyn hronous Pipelines
In systems where throughput is important, omputation is usually pipelined. A pipeline stage is a omponent
that re eives data on several input ports, omputes a fun tion of the data, and sends the result on an output
port. The stage may simultaneously ompute several fun tions and send the results on several output ports.
Both input and output may be used onditionally. In order to pipeline su essive omputations of the
fun tion, the stage must have sla k between input ports and output ports. In this se tion, we present two
di erent approa hes to the design of asyn hronous pipelines.
In the rst approa h, ea h stage an be omplex (\ oarse-grain"); the ontrol and datapath of a stage
are separated and implemented independently. The de omposition is \syntax-dire ted." (This style was
introdu ed in [33℄, and used in the design of the rst asyn hronous mi ropro essor[31℄.)
The se ond approa h is aimed at ne-grain high-throughput pipelines. The datapath is de omposed into
small portions in order to redu e the ost of ompletion dete tion, and for ea h portion, ontrol and datapath
are integrated in a single omponent, usually a pre harge half-bu er. The implementation of a pipeline into
a olle tion of ne-grain bu ers is based on \data-driven" de omposition[62℄. This approa h was introdu ed
for the design of the MiniMIPS[32℄.

6.1 First Approa h: Control-Data De omposition
In its simplest form, a pipeline stage re eives a value x on port L and sends the result of a omputation,
on port R. In CHP, it is des ribed as *[L?x ; R !f (x )℄. The design of a pipeline stage ombines all three
basi operations: sequen ing between L and R , storage of parameters, and fun tion evaluation. A simple
and systemati approa h onsists of separating the three fun tions:
f (x),






A ontrol part implements the sequen ing between the bare ports of the pro ess, here *[L; R ℄, and
provides a sla k of one in the pipeline stage.
A register stores the parameter x re eived on L.

A fun tion omponent omputes f (x ) and assigns the result to R .

The registers and fun tion omponents onstitute the datapath of the pipeline and are syn hronized
by the handshake variables of the ontrol. This general s heme is shown in Figure 18. The ontrol part
implements L as a tive and R as passive, leading to the simplest omposition between ontrol and data. If we
want to implement the input port L as passive, then the in oming data on L requires extra syn hronization
until the handshake on L indi ates that the register an store the data. This solution is shown in Figure 19.
For the send part (the fun tion evaluation), the implementation is the same whether R is a tive or passive.
Therefore, when this s heme is used, the input ports are usually implemented as a tive and the output ports
as passive. If the input port is probed, a spe ial proto ol is used that essentially implements the probe as
passive and the a tual re eive as a tive. The details are omitted.
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The above s heme is general and an be applied to any pro ess stru ture. Given a pro ess P , the ontrol is
derived by repla ing all ommuni ation a tions with bare ommuni ations. The data manipulations|re eive,
fun tion evaluation, ondition evaluation, send|are independent modules that onstitute the datapath.
Complex onditional expression (guard in sele tion statements) are also isolated as datapath modules. The
modules in the datapath are syn hronized by the orresponding handshake signals from the ontrol.
lo

ri
li

ctrl

ro

CT

PCF
x

reg

x

f

f(x)

Figure 18: The ontrol-data de omposition te hnique applied to a simple bu er stage. In this ase, the input
port is a tive and the output port passive
li’
lo’

lo’
ctrl

li’

ctrl

lo

C

li1

li1
reg
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C

li2

li2

lo
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(b)

Figure 19: Implementation of a one-bit input interfa e for (a) a passive port, (b) an a tive port

6.2 Pre harge Bu ers and Integrated Pipelines
Simpli ity and generality are the strengths of the previous approa h to pipeline design; it allows qui k ir uit
design and synthesis. However, the approa h puts high lower bounds on the y le time, forward laten y, and
energy per y le. First, the inputs on L and the outputs on R are not interleaved in the ontrol, putting
all eight syn hronizing transitions in sequen e. Se ondly, the ompletion-tree delay, whi h is proportional
to the logarithm of the number of bits in the datapath, is in luded twi e in the handshake y le between
two adja ent pipeline stages. Finally, the la k of interleaving in the ontrol handshakes requires the expli it
storing of the variable x in a register, adding overhead in terms of both energy and forward laten y.
The ne-grain integrated approa h we are going to des ribe next is targeted for high-throughput designs.
It eliminates the performan e drawba ks of the previous approa h by two means: (1) the handshake sequen e
of L and the handshake sequen e of R are re-shued with respe t to ea h other so as to overlap some of
the transitions, and eliminate the need for the expli it registers for input data, and (2) the datapath is
de omposed into independent sli es so as to redu e the size of the ompletion trees, and improve the y le
time. In this approa h, ea h sli e of the datapath is integrated with its own ontrol to implement a omplete
omputation stage (i.e., ombining ontrol and data manipulation).
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6.3 Simple PCHB

Let us return to the simple pipeline stage *[L?x ; R !f (x )℄ with x boolean. L is implemented as a passive
four-phase handshake, and R as an a tive four-phase handshake. In the HSE, the a knowledge signals are
inverted as enable signals le and re so as to t better with the inverting logi of CMOS. The PCHB reshuing
eliminates the register variable x by omputing the output while the input port still ontains the input data.
Furthermore, it ompletes the HS on R before ompleting the HS on L
*[[re ℄; [f 0(L)

! r 0"[℄f 1(L) ! r 1"℄; le #; [:re ℄; r 0#; r 1#; [:l 0 ^ :l 1℄; le "℄ :

The above HSE an be de omposed into two parallel omponents: one omputing the fun tion as a standard
pre harge fun tion blo k, PCF, the other one, LHS, ompleting the left (input port) HS by omputing le ,
and in the general ase, the internal enable signal en , as follows:

PCF  *[[re ^ le ℄; [f 0(L) ! r 0"[℄f 1(L) ! r 1"℄; [:re ^ :le ℄; r 0#; r 1#℄
LHS  *[[v (L) ^ v (R)℄; le #; [:v (L) ^ :v (R)℄; le "℄
In LHS, v (L) and v (R ) are the validity/neutrality onditions for ports L and R . Be ause we use only one-of-n

oding for ea h output, the neutrality ondition is the omplement of the validity ondition, and the test
an be implemented with ombinational gates only. The produ tion rules for PCF are:

re ^ le ^ f 0(L) ! r 0"
re ^ le ^ f 1(L) ! r 1"
:le ^ :re ! r 0#; r 1#

The LHS omputes the validity/neutrality of inputs and outputs and le as le = v (L) C v (R) . The
implementation is shown in Figure 20. We leave it as an exer ise to the reader to he k that the PCHB
en
re
r0
r1

L

F
en
v

v

re
v(R)

v(L)

en

re

C

le

LHS

Figure 20: Implementation of a simple pipeline stage as a pre harge half-bu er. Signal en has been introdu ed
for the sake of generality. In this ase, it is identi al to le, but not in general.
reshuing is indeed a half-bu er by he king that the sequential omposition of two PCHBs is a full bu er,
i.e., the left-most handshake an terminate before the right-most handshake starts.
The PCHB has short forward laten y|only two elementary transitions, and pipelines omposed of
PCHBs an have ex ellent throughput (an average of 18 elementary transitions for the MiniMIPS[25℄.)
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6.4 General PCHB S heme
For a general PCHB template with multiple input ports and output ports, the implementation is as follows.
1. Ea h data rail rj of output port R depending on inputs L1 ; :::Lm is the output of a pre harge fun tion
blo k
rj = P CF (Fj (L1 ; :::; Lm ); enR ; re) ;
where enR is the internal enable omputed by the LHS ir uit as follows, and re is the enable rail of
R.
2. For ea h input port Li , the left-enable li :e is the (inverted) C-element ombination of the validity of
Li and the validity of all outputs Rk that depend on Li in the urrent iteration. For un onditional
outputs R1 , R2 , ...Rk depending on Li , we have
li :e

= v (Li ) C v (R1 ) C v (R2 )::: C v (Rk ) :

The di erent left-enable omputations often share ommon parts. For instan e, if two inputs Li and
are needed by the same group of outputs, the validity of that group of outputs an be shared by lei
and lej .
(See Figure 21(a).)
Lj

3. The internal enable signal enR is the C-element ombination of all left-enable signals li :e:
enR

= l1 :e C

l2 :e:::

Cl

m

:e

4. When an input L is used onditionally, and the ondition is not provided by a ontrol input, the
fun tion blo k omputes the ondition as an extra output, say 0; 1 where 0 indi ates that L is used,
and 1 that it is not used. The omputation of the left enable le is then done as in Figure 21(b).
5. Similarly, if a pre harge fun tion blo k does not produ e an output for some values of the inputs,
a pseudo output is produ ed for those values of the input so that the validity of the output an be
generated in all ases.
enk

enk

v(Rk)

v(Rk)

v(L1)

v(L1)
ct

ct

C

c0

3C

le1
le1
v(Lm)

v(Lm)
c1

C

C

lem

lem

(a)

(b)

Figure 21: Left-enable omputation for a general PCHB s heme: (a) LHS when all inputs needed for Rk are
un onditional; (b)LHS when one input Li is onditional. Control signals 0 (\Li is used") and 1 (\Li is not
used") may have to be generated as extra outputs.

6.5 Split and Merge Components
Controlled split and ontrolled merge are important network omponents. They are also examples of PCHB
with onditional inputs and onditional outputs. Two solutions are presented, a PCHB implementation and
a sla k-zero implementation.
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6.5.1 Half-Bu er Controlled Merge

A two-way ontrolled merge is a pro ess that merges two input streams from input ports L and M into an
output stream on port R . Whi h port to sele t for the next input ommuni ation is determined by the value
re eived on ontrol port C
*[C ? ; [ 0
[℄ 1
℄
℄:

! R!(L?)
! R!(M ?)

For boolean ports L, M , and R , the ir uit is shown in Figure 22. The general s heme presented in the
previous se tion has been slightly optimized: the enable signal e of the ontrol port C an be used as
internal enable signal. The omputed pre harge fun tion is

e ^ re ^ ( 0 ^ l 0 _ 1 ^ m 0) ! r 0"
e ^ re ^ ( 0 ^ l 1 _ 1 ^ m 1) ! r 1"
:re ^ : e ! r 0#; r 1# :

The equations for the left enables and internal enable are as follows:
le
me
e

ce

ce

re

re

=
=
=

C v(R) C 0
v (M ) C v (R) C 1
le _ me
v (L)

v(L)
r1_
r0_

c0

c1 c0

c1

l0

m0 l1

m1

le

3C

ce_

v(R)

me
ce

c0

3C

v(R)

c1
v(M)

re

(a)

(b)

Figure 22: A two-way ontrolled merge implemented as a PCHB: (a) Pre harge fun tion, (b) LHS.

6.5.2 Half-Bu er Controlled Split

The two-way ontrolled split is a pro ess that re eives data on one input port L and sends it on one of two
output ports M and R . Whi h output port is sele ted is determined by the value re eived on ontrol port C
*[C ? ; L?x ;
[ 0 !
[℄ 1 !
℄ ℄:

M !x
R !x

For boolean ports L, M , and R , the ir uit is shown in Figure 23. This is a simple ase of onditional
output sin e exa tly one of the two outputs is always used. The omputed pre harge fun tion is

me ^ en ^ 0 ^ l 0
me ^ en ^ 1 ^ l 0
re ^ en ^ 0 ^ l 1
re ^ en ^ 1 ^ l 1
:re ^ :en
:me ^ :en

!
!
!
!
!
!

m 0"
r 0"
r 1"
m 1"
r 0#; r 1#
mo #; m 1#
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The equations for LHS are as follows:
=
=
=

le
e
en

C (v(R) _ v(M ))
v (C ) C (v (R) _ v (M ))
le C e
v (L)

me
v(L)

en
m0_
m1_
c0

c0

l0

l1

le_

C

en
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r1_

v(M)
v(R)

C

ce_

C

v(M)

me

v(C)

en
v(R)

(a)

(b)

Figure 23: A two-way ontrolled split implemented as a PCHB. Only one of the two fun tion blo ks is shown,
with (a) Pre harge fun tion blo k, (b) LHS.

6.5.3 Sla k-Zero Split and Merge
Controlled split and merge admit relatively simple sla k-zero implementations as shown in Figure 24 for
two-way split and merge and for a boolean datapath. The extension to arbitrary integer datapath is straightforward.
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Figure 24: Sla k-zero implementations of ontrolled merge (a) and split (b).

6.5.4 Example: Two Streams Sharing a Channel
Large data hannels are often a s ar e resour e on an SoC, and me hanisms to share them are important.
Let us rst look at the simple ase when a hannel C is shared between two streams. More pre isely, we
want to establish a hannel between send port A and re eive port A0 using C , or between send port B and
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re eive B 0 using C . When C is used for a ommuni ation between A and A0 , it should not be used for a
ommuni ation between B and B 0 , and vi e versa.
The simplest ase is when the ex lusive use of the hannel is ontrolled entrally: a ontrol signal is sent
both to the ontrolled-merge pro ess merging A and B into C , and to the ontrolled-split pro ess forking
C to A0 and B 0. The ontrol signal determines whi h of the two streams uses the hannel for the next
ommuni ation as in Figure 25.
A’
A

M

B

cA

C

S

cB

cB

cA

B’

C

Figure 25: Two streams sharing hannel C under ontrol of dual-rail signal

A, B .

7 Asyn hronous Buses and The Curse of the Nor-Gate
The previous ase is a simple version of a bus. A bus is a many-to-one merge of data streams, or a one-tomany split of data streams, or a ombination of both. (See Figure 26 for an illustration of a many-to-many
bus onsisting of a merge, a split, and possibly a FIFO to adjust the sla k.) In a mi ropro essor, for example,
buses are used to send the parameters of an instru tion from the register le to the di erent exe ution units,
or to send the results of an instru tion exe ution from an exe ution unit to the register le. In that ase,
the ontrol inputs to the merge and split omponents of the bus are produ ed by the instru tion de oder.
There are many implementations of asyn hronous buses. We show one based on the PCHB. The solution
brings to light an annoying problem in asyn hronous design: the eÆ ient CMOS implementation of an n input nor gate when n is large. All solutions we know for the merge/split design ontain at least one n -input
nor-gate, where n is either the number of merge inputs or the number of split outputs.
Dire t implementation is impossible be ause of the CMOS restri tion on the length of p-transistor pull-up
hains. Distributed implementations as trees of 2-input or-gates is possible without hazard be ause only one
input is exer ised at a time, but it seriously taxes the throughput of the bus.
R0
R1

L0
L1

M

R

L

Ln−1

S
Rn−1

Figure 26: A many-to-many bus omposed of a many-to-one merge and a one-to-many split.

7.1 PCHB Implementation of a Many-to-one Bus
The PCHB implementation of a many-to-one bus is a straightforward extension of the two-way merge. The
bus has n data input ports L0 through Ln 1 , a one-of-n ontrol input C used to sele t an input port, and
one data output port R . As an example, let us assume that the data is dual-rail-en oded boolean. (See
Figure 27(a).)
The equations for the left-enables lk :e for k from 0 to n 1, and for the internal enable are as follows:
lk :e

=

v (Lk )

C v(R) C
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k

_

= (
= e

e
en

k

: 0::n

1 : lk :e)

The implementation is shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27: A PCHB implementation of a many-to-one bus. The triangles marked with a letter v are
ombinational gates omputing the validity test of the input ports Lk and output port R. Observe that port
C does not need an expli it validity test.

7.2 PCHB Implementation of a One-to-many Bus
The PCHB implementation of a one-to-many bus is a straightforward extension of the two-way split. The
bus has n data output ports R0 through Rm 1 , a one-of-m ontrol input C used to sele t an output port,
and one data input port L. The data is dual-rail-en oded boolean. (See Figure 28(a).)
We hoose the following implementation for the left-enables and internal enable (others are possible):
e
le
en

=
=
=

_
e

k

C

: 0::m
v (L)

1 : v (Rk ) C

k



le

The implementation is shown in Figure 28.

8 Fine-Grain High-level De omposition
The pre harge bu er templates des ribed in the previous se tions are the basi building blo ks for a negrain, high-throughput, design style that has been used extensively in the design of omplete systems, in
parti ular the MiniMIPS, a omplete QDI lone of a MIPS R3000 mi ropro essor designed at Calte h[32℄.
Sin e the program stru ture that an be t into the bu er template is very restri ted, the question arises
of how to t an arbitrary program in CHP or other high-level language into the template. This se tion gives
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Figure 28: A PCHB implementation of a one-to-many bus. The triangles marked with a letter v are
ombinational gates omputing the validity test of input port L and output ports Rk .
some examples of how to de ompose an arbitrary program into a olle tion of bu ers. We will not give the
omplete pro edure|see[62℄.
In its most general form, a CHP pro ess is alled a \bu er" if it ful lls the following requirements:
1. Its general stru ture is:

Pinit ;

[P

loop

℄

2. The initialization part Pinit is a list of variable initializations and of onstant sends. For example:
s := s0; t := t0; L!s0; M !t0
3. The pro ess body Ploop does not ontain any repetition.
4. In any exe ution tra e of either Pinit or Ploop : (1) A port appears at most on e; and (2) all inputs preede all outputs. (This restri tion is somewhat relaxed at the implementation level by the reshuing.)

8.1 \Phase" Transformation
Let us use an example to show how an arbitrary program is transformed to t into the above template.
Consider the CHP pro ess:

EX  *[A?a ; B ?b ; X !f (a ; b ); C ? ; X !g ( ); D ?d ; E ?e ; X !h (d ; e )℄ :
EX obviously does not satisfy the riteria sin e inputs follow outputs in the loop. But the following phase
transformation makes it t into the template. We rst introdu e a state variable s to distinguish between
di erent \phases" of the loop, where ea h phase by itself satis es the bu er riteria:

s := 0;

*[A?a ;

B ?b ; X !f (a ; b ); s := 1;
C ? ; X !g ( ); s := 2;
D ?d ; E ?e ; X !h (d ; e ); s := 0

℄
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Then we \fold" the loop using the state variable as a guard su h that ea h step of the loop orresponds
to a phase:
s := 0; *[[s = 0 ! A?a ; B ?b ; X !f (a ; b ); s := 1
[℄s = 1 ! C ? ; X !g ( ); s := 2
[℄s = 2 ! D ?d ; E ?e ; X !h (d ; e ); s := 0
℄℄

Finally, we implement the state-variable assignments as ommuni ations with a feedba k bu er. (Other
implementations of state variables exist.)
*[T ?s ; [s = 0
[℄s = 1
[℄s = 2
℄
℄

k T !0;

*[S ?s ;

! A?a ; B ?b ; X !f (a ; b ); S !1
! C ? ; X !g ( ); S !2
! D ?d ; E ?e ; X !h (d ; e ); S !0

T !s ℄

Figure 29 shows the typi al de omposition of a CHP pro ess into a general pre harge bu er for omputation
and a feedba k ontrol pro ess|here a bu er|produ ing the ontrol variable that sequen es the phases.

A
B
C
D
E

X

PCHB

T

S
S?;T!

Figure 29: A de omposition of CHP pro ess EX into a general pre harge bu er for omputation and a
feedba k ontrol FIFO that sequen es the phases.

8.2 Data-Driven De omposition
Data-driven de omposition is a more general and more ne-grain de omposition method that identi es the
independent data streams (input, omputation, output) inside an arbitrary CHP program and de omposes
the program a ordingly into bu er templates ea h implementing one data stream. Using the same example,
we rst introdu e three auxiliary hannels (X 1; X ), (X 2; X ), and (X 3; X ) as follows:

k

*[A?a ; B ?b ; X 1!f (a ; b ); C ? ; X 2!g ( ); D ?d ;
*[X 1?x ; X !x ; X 2?x ; X !x ; X 3?x ; X !x ℄

E ?e ; X 3!h (d ; e )℄ :

Now, the rst pro ess an be de omposed into three independent bu ers pro esses as follows:
*[A?a ; B ?b ; X 1!f (a ; b )℄
k *[C ? ; X 2!g ( )℄
k *[D ?d ; E ?e ; X 3!h (d ; e )℄
And the se ond pro ess an be made into a bu er by phase transformation:
*[T ?s ; [s = 0 ! X 1?x ; X !x ; S !1
[℄s = 1 ! X 2?x ; X !x ; S !2
[℄s = 2 ! X 3?x ; X !x ; S !0
℄

k T !0;

℄
*[S ?s ;

T !s ℄
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Figure 30 shows the result of the transformation, whi h is only slightly di erent from the previous one: The
merging of the three di erent outputs into one (X ) takes pla e in a separate pro ess in the se ond solution
rather than in the main omputation pulldown as in the rst solution. (The se ond solution has a worse
forward laten y but a better throughput.) The reader must have observed that, in the ase the phases always
A
B
C

X1
X2
X
X3

D
E
S

T
S?;T!

Figure 30: DDD de omposition of CHP pro ess EX into 3 pre harge bu ers for omputation, and a merge
pro ess ontrolled by a feedba k ontrol FIFO.
follow ea h other in the same order, the ontrol pro ess an be simpli ed. For instan e in the above example,
we an write
*[T ?s ; [s = 0 ! X 1?x ; X !x
[℄s = 1 ! X 2?x ; X !x
[℄s = 2 ! X 3?x ; X !x
℄
℄
k *[T !0; T !1; T !2℄ :

The ir uit implementation is slightly more eÆ ient.

8.3 Pipeline Verti al De omposition
The ost of ompletion dete tion in the ase of a ontrol/data de omposed pipeline, and the ost of the
validity/neutrality test in the ase of ne-grain integrated pipeline are both logarithmi in the width of the
datapath. Therefore implementation with a single ontrol stage|either integrated or separate|has to be
restri ted to small datapaths if throughput is of any on ern to the designer.
There is no stri t limit to what an t into a single module sin e the size depends on the fun tion
omputed and the number of inputs and outputs. But the data transferred on the ports of a single PCHB is
on the average no wider than a one-of-four integer. For larger datapaths, the pipeline stage is designed as the
parallel omposition of several bu er modules, ea h of them handling a portion of the datapath. Typi ally,
a ontrol signal is distributed to all omponents by a distribution tree of ells ea h of whi h re eives on
one port and sends it in parallel on a number of output ports. (See Figure 31.)

9 Arbitration
All ir uits presented in the previous se tions have stable and non-interfering PR sets. But, in order to implement sele tions in whi h the onditions are not mutually ex lusive (non-deterministi hoi e), for instan e to
sele t between an external interrupt signal and the internal \next-instru tion" signal in a mi ropro essor, or
for syn hronization between the lo ked omponents of a GALS system, at least one operator must provide
a non-deterministi hoi e between two true guards.
Sin e stability and non-interferen e are equivalent to determinism, a non-deterministi omputation does
not admit stable and non-interfering ir uit implementation. Therefore, any implementation of a nondeterministi omputation ontains non-monotoni transitions (glit hes) that require spe ial non-digital solutions. Those spe ial ir uits are en apsulated inside two primitive building blo ks: the arbiter and the
syn hronizer.
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Figure 31: Verti al de omposition of a pipeline stage with wide datapath into a number of stages ea h
handling a portion of the datapath: (a) shows the ontrol being sent to all partial stages through a opy
tree; (b) shows a stage of the opy tree.
A fundamental, and long misunderstood, issue related to implementing a non-deterministi hoi e is that
of metastability. In lassi al physi s4 , it is impossible to put an upper bound on the time it takes for a devi e
to make a non-deterministi de ision between two alternatives. When the system starts in a state where the
physi al parameters are su h that either alternative an be sele ted, the devi e may enter a metastable state
in whi h it may stay an arbitrary length of time before de iding one way or the other.

9.1 Basi Arbiter

The simplest devi e to make a sele tion between non-ex lusive guards is the basi

element. Its HSE spe i ation is
arb  *[[x ! u "; [:x ℄; u #
|y ! v "; [:y ℄; v #

arbiter, or mutual ex lusion

℄℄ ;

where x and y are simple boolean variables. (The \thin bar" | indi ates that the two guards an be true at
the same time and thus that arbitration between the guards is needed.) The arbiter is usually represented
as on Figure 32. Initially, :u ^:v holds. When either x or y or both be ome true, either u or v is raised but
x

A

y

u
v

Figure 32: The simple arbiter or mutual-ex lusion element sele ts between two possibly on urrent inputs x
and y and produ es mutually ex lusive outputs u and v.
not both. After u is raised the environment resets x to false, and similarly if v is raised. After x has been
observed to be low, u is lowered; and similarly if v was raised. Hen e, if :u ^ :v holds initially, :u _ :v
holds at any time.

The proper operation of the arbiter requires that two inputs be stable, i.e., on e x or y has been evaluated
to true, it remains true at least until an a knowledgment transition takes pla e. If one of the requests is
withdrawn before the arbiter has produ ed an output, the arbiter may fail: one or both outputs may glit h.

4 When the problem was explained to the late Ri hard Feynman, he mused that metastability might be avoidable in quantum
physi s.
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9.2 Implementation and Metastability
Let us rst onsider the PR sets for arb that ontain unstable rules. The PR set for the \unstable arbiter"
(in whi h u and v have been repla ed with their inverses u and v ) is as follows:
x ^v ! u #
y ^u ! v #
:x _ :v ! u "
:y _ : u ! v "
The rst two PRs of the arbiter are unstable and an re on urrently. In the digital domain, when started
in the state with x ^ y and :u ^ :v , the set of PRs spe ifying the arbiter may produ e the unbounded
sequen e of rings: *[(u #; v #); (u "; v ")℄ .
In the analog domain, the state of the arbiter in whi h x and y are true and the voltages of both u
and v are half-way between Vdd and ground is alled metastable. Nodes u and v may os illate and then
stabilize to a ommon intermediate voltage value for an unbounded period of time. Eventually, the inherent
asymmetry of the physi al realization (impurities, fabri ation aws, thermal noise, et .) will for e the system
into one of the two stable states where u 6= v . But there is no upper bound on the time the metastable
state will last, whi h means that it is impossible to in lude an arbitration devi e into a lo ked system with
absolute ertainty that a timing failure annot o ur.
In order to eliminate the spurious values of u and v produ ed during the metastable state, we ompose
the \bare" arbiter with a lter taking u and v as input and produ ing u and v as \ ltered outputs". (An
nMOS implementation of lter is shown in [53℄. The omplete nMOS ir uit for the arbiter is des ribed in
[50℄. A CMOS version appeared rst in [29℄.)
(In the CMOS onstru tion of the lter shown in Figure 33, we use the threshold voltages to our advantage: The hannel of transistor t1 is ondu ting only when (:u ^ v ) holds, and the hannel of transistor
t2 is ondu ting only when (:v ^ u ) holds.) In QDI design, the orre t fun tioning of a ir uit ontaining
x

u_
u

v_
y

v

Figure 33: An implementation of the basi arbiter onsisting of two ross- oupled nand-gates and a lter.
The lter eliminates the spurious values of the nand-gates outputs produ ed during the metastable state.
an arbiter is independent of the duration of the metastable state; therefore, relatively simple implementations of arbiters an be used. In syn hronous design, however, the implementations have to meet the
additional onstraint that the probability of the metastable state lasting longer than the lo k period should
be negligible.

9.3 Channel Arbiter
If a pro ess, say P , has to arbitrate between two input (bare) hannels, say A and B , the
CARB serves as an interfa e to provide mutually ex lusive (bare) hannels A0 and B 0 to P :
CARB  *[[A ! A0; A
|B ! B 0 ; B
℄℄ :

hannel arbiter

Sin e A and B are probed, they are implemented with a passive handshake, and A0 and B 0 with an a tive
handshake. The dire t implementation of this HSE requires at least one state variable, whi h an be avoided
by reshuing the HSE as follows:
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CARB  *[[ai ! ao 0 "; [ai 0 ℄; ao "; [:ai ℄; ao 0 #; [:ai 0 ℄; ao #
|bi ! bo 0 "; [bi 0 ℄; bo "; [:bi ℄; bo 0 #; [:bi 0 ℄; bo #
℄℄ :

Sin e ai and bi an be true at the same time as indi ated by the thin bar, we have to introdu e an arbiter
to sele t between ai and bi :

arb  *[[ai ! u "; [:ai ℄; u #
|bi ! v "; [:bi ℄; v #
℄℄ :

And we have to design a pro ess X su h that CARB  (arb k X ). Sin e arb repla es ai and bi with their
mutually ex lusive ounterparts u and v , respe tively, X is derived from CARB by repla ing ai and bi with
u and v , respe tively. We get:

X  *[[u ! ao 0 "; [ai 0 ℄; ao "; [:u ℄; ao 0 #; [:ai 0 ℄; ao #
[℄v ! bo 0 "; [bi 0 ℄; bo "; [:v ℄; bo 0 #; [:bi 0 ℄; bo #
℄℄ :

The implementation of X is straightforward: the nand-gates are there to prevent a pending request to the
arbiter to be granted before the previous four-phase handshake is ompleted. The ombined ir uits for arb
and X are shown in Figure 34. The previous design an be used to arbitrate between hannels with data.
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Figure 34: A sla k-zero hannel arbiter: The nand-gates prevent the se ond of two requests from pro eeding
before the HS of the rst one is ompleted.
The arbiter takes as inputs a signal from ea h data hannel A and B indi ating that the hannel has valid
data. In the ase a dual-rail ode is used, it suÆ es to look at the validity of a single bit (a simple or-gate
of the rails of the bit). C-elements prevent the propagation of the data until the hannel has been sele ted
by the arbiter.

9.4 Multiplexed Arbitration
A useful building blo k is an extension of the hannel arbiter with a multiplexer (merge). The CHP spe i ation of this building blo k is:

XARB 

*[[A
|B
℄℄ :

! S; A
! S; B

It is obtained by ombining the hannel arbiter CARB with a simple multiplexer (merge)
arbitration (sin e A0 and B 0 are mutually ex lusive):

mult 

0

*[[A
0
[℄B
℄℄ :

mult

without

! S ; A0
! S; B0

We have already des ribed the sla k-zero implementation of the two-way multiplexer as a two-input or-gate
and a two-way fork. The multiplexed arbiter XARB is shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 35: A multiplexed arbiter XARB omposed of a hannel arbiter and a simple multiplexer.

9.5 Multi-Channel Tree Arbiter
Thanks to the multiplexed arbiter, we an generalize the simple hannel arbiter to the ase of more than
two hannels. Suppose we want to implement the hannel arbiter CARB 4 whi h arbitrates between four
hannels:

CARB 4  *[[A ! A|B ! B |C ! C |D ! D ℄℄ :
We de ompose ARB 4 into the three pro esses:
Pab  *[[A ! AB ; A|B ! AB ; B ℄℄ ;
P d  *[[C ! CD ; C |D ! CD ; D ℄℄ ;
ARB  *[[AB ! AB |CD ! CD ℄℄ ;
where AB and CD are lo al hannels. Pab and P d are obviously of the type XARB , and ARB is a bare
arbiter with the orresponding input and output wires paired to form a hannel. The implementation of
ARB 4 as an arbiter tree is shown in Figure 36. The generalization to an arbitrary number of hannels is

straightforward. The tree need not be balan ed, and an be in omplete if the number of hannels is not a
power of two.
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Figure 36: A 4-way tree arbiter omposed of two multiplexed arbiters and a bare arbiter as the root. The
generalization to an arbitrary number of hannels is straightforward. The tree need not be balan ed, and
an be in omplete if the number of hannels is not a power of two.

9.6 Syn hronizer

As we argued earlier, the proper operation of the arbiter requires that the inputs x and y be stable, i.e., on e
they are true, they remain asserted until the arbiter has raised one of the orresponding outputs. Therefore,
we annot use an arbiter to sample a ompletely unsyn hronized external signal, like an interrupt signal or
other peripheral signal. A ir uit to solve this problem is alled a syn hronizer.
The syn hronizer has two inputs: a ontrol input and the input signal that is to be sampled. We have
hosen to spe ify it in su h a way that it produ es a dual-rail output with the two rails representing the true
and false values of the sampled input. The HSE spe i ation of the syn hronizer (usually represented as on
Figure 37) is:

syn 

*[[re ^ :x
|re ^ x
℄℄ ;

! r 0"; [:re ℄; r 0#
! r 1"; [:re ℄; r 1#
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Figure 37: A syn hronizer samples the value of unsyn hronized input x when the ontrol input re is high.
The value read is output as the dual-rail pair (r0, r1).
where x is the input to be sampled, re is the ontrol input, and the pair (r 0; r 1) is the dual-rail output.
When the environment raises re , the syn hronizer starts evaluating x and returns the observed value by
raising either r 0 or r 1. The diÆ ulty is that x may hange its value at any time and therefore also during
its evaluation by the syn hronizer. (That is the reason why both guards an evaluate to true, whi h explains
the use of the thin bar.) If x has a stable true value within a nite, bounded, interval around the time re is
raised, the syn hronizer asserts r 1, and similarly if x is a stable false; otherwise, the ir uit asserts either r 1
or r 0, but not both. In pra ti e, the \ onfusion interval" is a very short period of time, approximately the
delay of the single inverter used to invert the input. But the syn hronizer must work orre tly|i.e., raise
either r 1 or r 0|even when x hanges during the onfusion interval. Implementing a syn hronizer properly
is diÆ ult enough that it is usually avoided.

9.7 Implementing the Syn hronizer

The diÆ ulty is that, unlike the arbiter, the syn hronizer as de ned by the HSE program syn , annot be
implemented dire tly by feeding the two inputs into a bistable devi e ( ross- oupled nand gates). To see why,
onsider that the program has to do two things to advan e from waiting for re ^ x to r 0": rst, the se ond
guard must be \lo ked out", so that r 1 annot happen; se ondly, the assignment r 0" must take pla e. But
if x should hange after the se ond guard has been lo ked out but before the rst guard has been sele ted,
the program will deadlo k. There is a ra e ondition due to the fa t that the two guards an be invalidated
at any time. It is lear that in order to remove the ra e ondition, we will have to introdu e intermediate
stable variables (they remain true on e evaluated to true) to stabilize the sele tion of one of the two guards.
We introdu e variables a 0 and a 1 for that purpose:

syn 1 

*[[re ^ :x
|re ^ x
℄℄ :

! a 0"; [a 0℄; r 0"; [:re ℄; a 0#; [:a 0℄; r 0#
! a 1"; [a 1℄; r 1"; [:re ℄; a 1#; [:a 1℄; r 1#

We de ompose syn 1 into three parts: int 0 and int 1 \integrate" the possibly os illating values of
stable false value a 0 and a stable true value a 1, and SEL sele ts between a 0 and a 1:

int 0 
int 1 
SEL 

x into a

*[[re ^ :x

! a 0"; [:re ℄; a 0#℄℄ ;
*[[re ^ x
! a 1"; [:re ℄; a 1#℄℄ ;
*[[a 0 ! r 0"; [:a 0 ^ :a 1℄; r 0#
|a 1 ! r 1"; [:a 1 ^ :a 0℄; r 1#
℄℄ :

The parallel omposition of int 0, int 1, and SEL is not stri tly equivalent to syn 1 be ause, in the de omposition, the ontrol an advan e simultaneously to a 0" and a 1", whi h is not possible in the original syn 1.
Consequently, the arbitration takes pla e between a 0 and a 1 in SEL. But now, the arbitration is between
stable signals. However, SEL is not exa tly an arbiter: In an arbiter, when both inputs are asserted, the
arbiter sele ts both of them in an arbitrary order sin e a request is never withdrawn. In SEL, when both
inputs are asserted, only one should be sele ted: whi hever is hosen to be the value of the input when it is
sampled. Hen e, SEL must he k that both a 0 and a 1 are false before resetting the output r 0 or r 1.
Nevertheless SEL an be implemented dire tly as a bistable devi e in the same way as the arbiter. The
produ tion rules for the bistable omponent are:
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r 1 ^ a0
:r 1 _ (:a 0 ^ :a 1)
r 0 ^ a1
:r 0 _ (:a 1 ^ :a 0)

!
!
!
!

r0 #
r0 "
r1 #
r1 "

The omplete ir uit for the syn hronizer omprising the two integrators, the bistable devi e and the metastability lter is shown in Figure 38. This is only one in a family of solutions[43℄. A ompletely di erent solution
is proposed in [48℄.
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Figure 38: A syn hronizer ir uit onsisting of two integrators (produ ing stable opies a1 and a0 of x and
its inverse), a bistable devi e, and a lter.

9.8 A Clo k/Handshake Interfa e
The following ase study is a remarkable ir uit that interfa es a lo k signal with a handshake proto ol.
More pre isely, the ir uit transforms a lo k signal  into a handshake proto ol between variables ro and
ri . The HSE of the lo k/handshake interfa e (CHI) is:
*[[:℄;

ro "; [ri ℄;

[℄;

ro #; [:ri ℄℄ :

If we introdu e two integrators to generate stable opies xt and xf of the true and false values of , the HSE
be omes:
*[[:ri

^ :xt ^ :xf

℄;

ro "; [ri ^ xt ^ xf

℄;

ro #℄ ;

whi h is just a three-input C-element. A on eptual implementation of CHI is shown in Figure 39.
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Figure 39: A on eptual implementation of the lo k-handshake interfa e: The two integrators produ e
stable opies of the lo k and its inverse; the 3-input C-element implements the four-phase handshake and
produ es the ontrol input for the integrators.
The integrators may not work orre tly for any input waveform on . For instan e, a very slow rising
ould trigger the C-element well before the voltage on xt rea hes Vdd. In this ase, we should have
to depend on a timing assumption to guarantee that xt rea hes Vdd before xf swit hes; otherwise, the
intermediate voltage ould be interpreted as false by the C-element later. This potential analog problem an
be removed by adding inverters on the xt and xf outputs implemented as S hmitt triggers. We are using the
property of the S hmitt trigger that if the input hanges monotoni ally from one logi value to the other, the
output swit hes qui kly from one value to the other. Sin e the integrators see to it that the outputs hange
monotoni ally regardless of the inputs, the S hmitt triggers guarantee that xt and xf swit h qui kly enough
that neither node is observed as both true and false. This (pra ti al) implementation is shown in Figure 40.
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Figure 40: A pra ti al implementation of the lo k-handshake interfa e: The outputs of the integrators have
been augmented with S hmitt-trigger inverters to guarantee qui k transitions on xt and xf, and the inverter
on the input of the bottom integrator has been eliminated.

10 GALS and Asyn hronous-to-Syn hronous Conversion
Histori ally, asyn hronous ommuni ation between syn hronous omponents was prevalent in omputer systems. For instan e, the UNIBUS used in DEC PDP-11 and VAX omputers was a ompletely asyn hronous
bus [57, 58℄; to this day, the ommon SCSI proto ol for peripheral ommuni ations supports handshake-based
asyn hronous signalling [61℄. In the ase of our on rete problem, the situation is one where P ommuni ates
with Q through an asyn hronous middleman R (e.g., the UNIBUS). The transfer of data ommen es with
P 's sending the data to R, when e it pro eeds to Q . The interfa e between P and R as well as that between
R and Q are both examples of an asyn hronous-syn hronous (AS) rossing, and have similar solutions. Beause of the dire tion of data movement in the example, the R -Q interfa e is somewhat more ompli ated,
whi h is why we will dis uss it; the P -R interfa e an be inferred through simpli ation. In all that follows,
ex ept the se tion that spe i ally deals with multiple inputs, we will be analyzing the simple ase where
there is one \asyn hronous part" that is sending data to another \syn hronous part."
The reason that the AS problem has onfounded so many system designers is simply this: when we
are given to syn hronize asyn hronous signals into a syn hronous environment with a free-running periodi
lo k, there is an unavoidable tradeo between data ommuni ations laten y and a probability of atastrophi system failure. If the ommuni ations laten y is redu ed, then the probability of atastrophi system
failure in reases, and if the probability of atastrophi system failure is to be redu ed, we must yield some
ommuni ations laten y. This annot be avoided. Similarly, no matter how mu h ommuni ations laten y
we are willing to live with, some small degree of atastrophi system failure remains. The problem annot
be avoided with less drasti means than introdu ing a s heme for stopping the lo k (see below) or giving
up syn hronous operation entirely (see the pre eding se tions of this paper).
The hoi e of the word \ atastrophi " is deliberate. The behavior of a syn hronous system that has
undergone syn hronization failure annot be usefully bounded, ex ept probabilisti ally. Sometimes one an
read in the literature of some s heme where the inventor laims that he an build a system that syn hronizes
an asyn hronous signal to a lo k with a known, nite laten y, and either (a) there is no possibility of
syn hronization failure; or (b) if syn hronization failure does o ur, it will only take some de nite, benign
form. Both alternatives are impossible, but it sometimes takes some areful analysis to show why a parti ular
ir uit fails to a hieve them; not rarely is it the ase that while the ir uit in question may not su er disastrous
internal onsequen es due to a syn hronization failure, but instead its output signals are not guaranteed to
satisfy setup and hold times imposed by the environment. Su h ir uits are frequently useful, as they may
in rease the amount of time available for metastability resolution, but nevertheless, they annot ever be
ompletely reliable.

To repeat, all s hemes that aim at nite-laten y ommuni ation with zero probability of atastrophi
system failure are doomed. Therefore, let us state as a design prin iple at the outset that as part of the
design of any s heme for AS onversion, the designer must identify, and ideally evaluate the probability of,
the s enario in whi h the system will fail atastrophi ally; as the problem annot be avoided, it does no good
to sweep it under the rug.
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10.0.1 Asyn hronous-Syn hronous Interfa e Using Two-Phase Non-Overlapping Clo ks
Consider a syn hronous system that operates o two-phase (0 and 1 and their inverses) non-overlapping
lo ks. This is the standard method of designing ustom CMOS ir uits and is treated in detail by Mead
and Conway [35℄ and Glasser and Dobberpuhl [65℄. By means that do not on ern us at the moment, two
phases of the lo k are generated su h that the predi ate :0;i _:1;j holds in all lo ations i; j of the system
where the lo k phases are available. In other words, it is never the ase that both lo k phases are high,
even taking lo k skew into a ount. Normally the lo k generator is built on hip, but it is also possible
to put it o hip, if we an tolerate the extra pins; the advantage of putting the lo k generator o hip
is that we an adjust the non-overlap time between the phases to ompensate for unexpe ted skews in the
manufa tured part.
While it is generally better to use four-phase handshakes in asyn hronous systems be ause of the simpli ity
of implementation, the situation is not as lear in syn hronous systems. We will study the data transfer
between a four-phase QDI system and a standard single-rail syn hronous system, and in this ase, the
syn hronous side of the interfa e an more easily be implemented with a two-phase handshake be ause we
do not need to keep tra k of the phase of the data. In fa t, be ause of the timing guarantees that it is possible
to enfor e using the lo k, we an use the two-phase \pulse handshake" used in APL ir uits (se tion 1):
*[[:d 0 ^ :d 1℄;

d 0"|d 1"℄ k *[[d 0 _ d 1℄; d 0#; d 1#℄

(We use the verti al thin bar | to denote nondeterministi hoi e.) This handshake has the speed advantage
of a two-phase handshake and the ir uit advantage of a four-phase handshake that the data sense is always
positive. A blo k diagram appears in Figure 41. The variables a 0, a 1, and ae represent a standard QDI
bit-wide hannel (the generalization of the ir uit to a wider datapath is obvious). The variables sd and
sv represent data and validity (inverted for onvenien e) for a single-rail handshake hannel, and of ourse
0 and 1 represent the two lo k phases. Figure 42 shows how we would use the interfa e in a standard
lo ked system (logi between the 1 lat h and the 0 lat h is not shown but ould be present).
sd
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a1
φ
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Figure 41: Blo k diagram of interfa e between four-phase QDI and two-phase syn hronous pulse handshakes.
As long as sv obeys the syn hronous timing dis ipline, i.e., as long as sv is stable or falls to zero during
the syn hronous a ess to the data value sd presents no problem. It is simply: wait for sv to be ome
asserted (low), operate on sd as ne essary, and lear sv (set it high). Therefore any syn hronization problem
will involve sv , whi h justi es our de ision to investigate a single-bit ir uit. The interfa e implements the
simple CHP program *[A?d ; S !d ℄.
Let us pro eed with developing the asyn hronous ontroller. The handshakes are a four-phase QDI
handshake interleaved with a two-phase pulse handshake, where we shall insert waits for the lo k at strategi
times, so as to remove any unne essary ra e onditions from the ir uit. The HSE is as follows:
1 ,

*[[sv ℄; ae "; [a 0 ! sd #[℄a 1
sv #; ae #; [:a 0 ^ :a 1℄℄

! sd "℄; [0℄;

Here we have inserted a wait for 0 before sv #; omparing this to the ir uit shown in Figure 41, we an
see that this wait an guarantee non-interferen e on sv .
Be ause of the a tion of the lo k, the wait [0 ℄ may be unstable; it is exa tly the e e t of this instability
on the syn hronous side of the interfa e that an ause syn hronization failure. How this happens will be
obvious on e we examine the PRS ompilation, whi h is as follows.
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:a 0 ^ :a 1 ^ sv
a0
a1
0 ^ (a 1 ^ sd _ a 0 ^ :sd )
(a 0 _ a 1) ^ :sv

!
!
!
!
!

ae "
sd #
sd "
sv #
ae #

And to this we an add the implementation of the syn hronous reset of sv :

:sv ^ :1 ! sv "
Variable sv is internal to the syn hronous part.
The produ tion rules for ae an be split into a NOR-gate and a two-input C-element; with this implementation, the generalization of the ir uit to wider datapaths be omes obvious. However, the negation of sd in
the rule for sv # and the use of the non-negated a 1 in the rule for sd " are more interesting. In ordinary QDI

ir uits, we would not permit these onstru ts, as they imply the presen e of inverters with una knowledged
output transitions. In this ase, however, these transitions are \a knowledged" by the lo k|if the ir uit
turns out not to operate at a high lo k speed due to these una knowledged transitions, slowing it down will
x the problem.
Let us then return to the syn hronization failure s enario. Syn hronization failure o urs only when
the instability of the guard 0 ^ (a 1 ^ sd _ a 0 ^ :sd ) manifests itself; that is, when sv is falling and 0
falls simultaneously, utting o the transition prematurely. If we examine a straightforward transistor-level
implementation of the ir uit (Figure 43), we see that this s enario will leave sv at an indeterminate level
between a logi zero and a logi one. The a tion of the stati izer will eventually drive the value of sv to a
proper zero or one, but this system has a metastable state, whi h an persist for an arbitrarily long time.
The situation is depi ted graphi ally in the timing diagram in Figure 44. If the outputs, say x and y , of
the ombinational logi blo k have not rea hed legal logi levels by the time 1 falls or if their values are
in onsistent (i.e., the value of x implies that sv was false and that of y implies that sv was true), then the
system has failed, quite possibly in a atastrophi , unre overable way. As usual, the probability of failure an
be al ulated based on the resolution time of the stati izer on sv (marked S in Figure 43). The probability
of failure an be redu ed by adding lo ked lat hes on the onne tion of sv with the ombinational logi ,
thereby in reasing the time available for resolution (as well as the ommuni ations laten y).
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φ
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Figure 42: Conne ting syn hronous ir uit with two-phase nonoverlapping lo k to the asyn hronous interfa e; logi between 1 and 0 lat hes not shown.
Two remarks about the stati izer S are in order. First, Dally reports that one of the most ommon errors
in syn hronizer design is simply omitting this stati izer [13℄. If the designer does that, it is equivalent to using
a stati izer whose resolution time is in nite, and the error rate of the system will in rease by many orders
of magnitude. Se ondly, the node sv and the stati izer an be repla ed by a normal S-R lat h; this will
improve the resolution time ompared to the weak-feedba k stati izer. This design is shown s hemati ally
in Figure 45. Finally, we should note that the designer who wishes to use domino logi between sv and the
next lo k phase must pro eed very arefully, as in our urrent design sv an have a downwards glit h.
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Figure 43: Detailed implementation of asyn hronous-syn hronous interfa e ontroller.
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Figure 44: Timing diagram des ribing events leading up to syn hronization failure.
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Figure 45: Use of S-R lat h to improve metastability resolution time.
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The asyn hronous-syn hronous interfa e presented here obeys the Hippo rati oath of logi design: rst,
introdu e no new timing ra es. The design has no ne essary ra e onditions that are not inherent in the
lo king methodology. There are three sour es of timing ra es: ra es between di erent delays in the ombinational logi ; ra es due to the possibility of syn hronization failure; and ra es within the lo k generator.
The rst and third ategories are inherent in the design style, the se ond is a ne essary result of solving the
syn hronization problem, and the rst and se ond an be handled by slowing down the lo k, should they
ause problems. This is the best that we an do. A orollary of the areful adheren e to the logi designer's
Hippo rati oath is that a syn hronous system an be designed so that any timing variation in the system,
in luding one resulting from metastability, an be absorbed by simply slowing down the lo k.
Finally, should the error probability of the ir uit be too high for omfort at the lowest lo k rate we are
willing to tolerate, we an simply add additional lat hes where the sv wire enters the syn hronous domain;
this will bring the probability of failure arbitrarily low, at the ost of adding syn hronization laten y. In as
simple a ir uit as this one, the extra laten y also hurts the data throughput on the syn hronized hannel,
but with more sophisti ated te hniques ( [53, 13, 66℄: : :), this an be avoided.

10.1 Stoppable-Clo k GALS
The alternative to using syn hronizers where the asyn hronous signal enters the lo k domain is to permit
the asyn hronous signal to stop the lo k. In su h a s heme, the asyn hronous part of the system an treat
all variables on the syn hronous side as registers; as long as the writes to the variables are omplete when
the asyn hronous side releases the lo k, with the aveats mentioned below, there is no risk of misbehavior.
The idea behind stoppable, or pausable, lo ks is to build an os illator whose every y le involves an
arbitration against an external request r . Every time the lo k wins the arbitration, it ti ks; every time it
loses, it stops and waits for the asyn hronous request to be withdrawn. The ir uit is shown s hemati ally in
Figure 46; the grant g signals to the asyn hronous part that the lo k is stopped and the asyn hronous part
has ex lusive a ess to shared variables (in this ase, sv ). Of ourse the arbiter itself introdu es the possibility
of metastability, but in this ase the entire system simply waits for the metastability to be resolved: neither
the lo k nor the asyn hronous part of the system is permitted to pro eed until that happens. Normally the
delay is implemented with a string of inverters, turning the stoppable- lo k generator into a stoppable ring
os illator.
delay ∆
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Figure 46: Safely stoppable lo k os illator.

10.1.1 Stoppable-Clo k Asyn hronous-Syn hronous Interfa e
To omplete the stoppable- lo k interfa e, we need to spe ify the lo k os illator, the lo k generator, and
the asyn hronous state ma hine for the data transfers. A blo k diagram of the design is shown in Figure 47.
We keep the design as similar as possible to the syn hronizer-based des ribed in Se tion 10.0.1. We assume
a lo k generator of the type des ribed by Mead and Conway [35℄. We arrange it so that when the os illator
is in the stopped state (x low), 0 is high and 1 is low: this hoi e mat hes the design of the syn hronizer
of Se tion 10.0.1. With this hoi e, the spe i ation of the asyn hronous ontroller be omes the following:
*[[:sv ℄; ae "; [a 0 ! sd #; r "[℄a 1 ! sd "; r "℄; [g ℄;
sv "; ae #; [:a 0 ^ :a 1℄; r #; [:g ℄℄
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It is possible to in rease the performan e of this design slightly by postponing the wait for input neutrality,
:a 1℄ so that it overlaps with the reset phase of the arbiter, but the HSE we show here has a
satisfyingly simple implementation, shown in Figure 48; it is identi al to the asyn hronous ontroller for the
syn hronizer-based solution, ex ept that the C-element driving ae has one additional input.
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Figure 47: Blo k diagram of stoppable- lo k interfa e for multiphase lo ks.
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Figure 48: Cir uit diagram of ontroller for stoppable- lo k interfa e.
As is true of all the other asyn hronous-syn hronous interfa es des ribed in this paper, the single-rail data
en oding used on the syn hronous side of the interfa e introdu es timing assumptions in the asyn hronous side
of the interfa e. However, these timing assumptions an always be satis ed by slowing down the lo k speed,
exa tly as in a syn hronous system; in fa t it is these timing assumptions that are the de ning hara teristi
of syn hronous design, as only delay-insensitive design styles are free of su h timing assumptions. It is
important to keep in mind the essential di eren e between this kind of timing \ra e" and the unavoidable
one that results from the intrinsi nature of the requirement that data be syn hronized with a free-running
lo k: the former type of timing ra e an be satis ed by manipulating physi al parameters, usually in some
obvious way; and the latter type of timing ra e annot under any ir umstan es be avoided in its entirety as
long as the lo k-syn hronization requirement is maintained. The type of ir uit des ribed in this se tion,
as it does not attempt to syn hronize data to a free-running lo k, is ompletely free of the latter type of
timing ra e.

10.1.2 Interfa es Using Edge-Triggered Methodology
In the previous se tion, we explored the design of asyn hronous-syn hronous interfa es using a lo king
methodology with multiphase non-overlapping lo ks. Similar designs are possible if we are using edge46

triggering lo ks in our syn hronous methodology, but there are some subtleties to bear in mind, resulting from the timing hara teristi s of edge-triggered ip- ops. Unlike the situation with non-overlapping
lo ks, ea h edge-triggered memory element, alled an edge-triggered ip- op, itself has a timing ra e. The
timing ra es in edge-triggered logi give rise to timing onstraints alled setup and hold times, whereas
non-overlapping logi only has the setup onstraint.
Spa e onstraints pre lude us from dis ussing the details of the syn hronization issues that arise when
using edge-triggered logi , but the reader is urged to exer ise are. The most important di eren e between
edge-triggered logi and multiphase lo king is that there is a time near ea h a tive lo k edge at whi h
inputs are not permitted to hange; ontrast this with the situation in multiphase systems, where ea h
variable is required to be quies ent only at the falling edge of the lo k used to sample it and not at other
lo k edges. The simplest solution is to use the ina tive lo k edges to drive the asyn hronous state ma hine
and reserve the a tive lo k edge for the syn hronous logi . With this in mind, it is straightforward to derive
orre t syn hronizers and stoppable lo ks for the edge-triggered methodology.

10.2 Using Stoppable Clo ks with Multiple Interfa es
It is rarely interesting to design a GALS system where modules have only one-way ommuni ation; it is
as good as always true that if module P sends module Q messages, then it expe ts some sort of response
(dire tly or indire tly).
Where multiple interfa es are involved, building a GALS system using syn hronizers poses no new diÆulties. If we are using stoppable lo ks, however, we need to introdu e a me hanism by whi h one or several
asyn hronous subsystems an stop the lo k of the syn hronous subsystem. To do this, we an ombine the
stoppable lo k generator of Figure 45 with the multiplexed arbiter presented in Se tion 9.4, as shown in
Figure 49, where ARB 1 is an instan e of the multiplexed arbiter, whereas ARB 0 is the normal arbiter used
in the stoppable- lo k generator.
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clk
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Figure 49: Sharing a stoppable lo k from several interfa es; tree arbiter version.
From our earlier analysis of the multiplexed arbiter, we know that at most one of g 1 and g 2 an be a tive
at any time; this arbiter sequen es the a esses to the syn hronous logi blo k by the asyn hronous units A1
and A2. It is also true that the standard implementation of the arbiter ARB 0 in the lo k generator is fair;
therefore, if, say, A0 initiates a data transfer while the master lo k is high and does not omplete it within
half a lo k, the lo k will win the ARB 0 arbitration as soon as the request r is withdrawn. Therefore,
slow asyn hronous a esses to the syn hronous subsystem (a) an o ur only interspersed with syn hronous
y les; and (b) are mutually ex lusive.
A di erent implementation with multiple interfa es is shown in Figure 50. Here, the arbiters are arranged
sequentially instead of in a tree; both ARB 0 and ARB 1 are standard arbiters. The result of this is that A0
and A1 an a ess S at the same time. The drawba k of this approa h is that while it is simpler, it results
in extra delay in the lo k generator; as long as desired lo k speeds are low and the number of external
interfa es on S is small, this delay an easily be ompensated for by hanging the lo k delay , but in other
ases, it may be ome limiting. A ordingly, the tree arbiter is more suitable for systems with many hannels
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Figure 50: Sharing a stoppable lo k from several interfa es; sequential arbitration version.
or high speeds. It is possible, but diÆ ult, to design a tree arbiter that an permit multiple simultaneous
a ess. (This problem is an instan e of \readers and writers mutual ex lusion.") Finally, Muttersba h et
al. des ribe an implementation of a shared-interfa e ontroller implemented with timing assumptions [39℄.

10.3 Zero Probability of Failure with Free-Running Clo ks
While we have seen real advantages in the use of stoppable lo ks in GALS systems, it must be admitted that
most systems that an be alled \GALS" do not a tually use su h lo ks but instead use the more traditional
free-running- lo k{and{syn hronizers approa h. One of the reasons for this was dis overed by resear hers at
ETH Zuri h[67℄: the ontrol of delays by use of an o - hip lo k o ers an extremely versatile and onvenient
means for adjusting the lo k speed; this is the ase be ause of all physi al parameters (voltage, urrent,
temperature: : :) that an be adjusted, time is the one that most easily, onveniently, a urately, and heaply
an be adjusted over the largest range ne essary in CMOS VLSI systems. In other words, the ring os illators
are diÆ ult to ontrol and must themselves be designed with utmost are if they are to be ontrollable
over the entire range of speeds of interest in the CMOS VLSI systems; this issue is likely to be ome even
more important if the systems are, say, used under dynami voltage s aling (as might be appropriate for
energy-eÆ ient GALS systems).
It appears that what is desired is a stoppable lo k that runs at a speed determined by an external lo k.
Of ourse this is not diÆ ult to establish using, say, a phase-lo ked loop with a disable signal. However,
the area, delay, and energy overheads involved in building su h a devi e are very large, and furthermore,
there are many pitfalls involved in the design of phase-lo ked loops, espe ially if they are to be stopped
and started frequently. Is there anything simpler that an be done, always of ourse keeping in mind our
Hippo rati oath of not adding any new timing ra es? While at rst the outlook for su h a ir uit may seem
bleak, the lo k/handshake ir uit of Se tion 9.8 suggests that there may be a way out. This ir uit, we
remember, an take a train of lo k signals and turn it into a sequen e of handshakes in su h a way that
there are never more handshakes than lo k pulses. If we build a ring os illator and put a lo k/handshake
ir uit into it as shown in Figure 51(a), we obtain a \ring os illator" that runs at least no faster than the
provided lo k signal. Therefore, we an build a lo k- ontroller ring os illator simply by building a fast ring
os illator and slowing it down with a lo k/handshake ir uit. Of ourse, this means we an also make a
stoppable lo k out of it, as shown in Figure 51(b). Unfortunately, this lo k generator has a property that
makes it unsuitable for solving our problem; namely, while it annot produ e more lo k pulses than it is
given, it an still produ e shorter lo k pulses, as we an see by studying the timing diagram in Figure 52.
A simple solution to the problem of the short lo k pulses is to speed up the master lo k M and use several
lo k/handshake ir uits (Figure 53). E e tively, the lo k pulse of the ring os illator \runs the gauntlet"
between these lo k/handshake ir uits and annot just happen to arrive late at more than one of them;
the number of lo k/handshake ir uits should be odd, and the inverters from the lo k are \iso hroni
inverters" that have to be fast ompared to the other logi . With N lo k/handshake ir uits in sequen e,
we an lose at most 1=N of the high lo k pulse, or 1=(2N ) of the entire lo k y le. Therefore, we must run
the system at (N + 1)=N of the speed it an work at without the stoppable lo k, or at (N + 1=2)=N of that
speed if we are only about the total length of the lo k y le (e.g., if we are using edge-triggered ip- ops
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Figure 53: Improved weakly syn hronized stoppable- lo k generator.

10.4 A Real-World E e t: Clo k-Tree Delays
Another reason that stoppable lo ks are little used in pra ti e is that designers often desire to drive very
large syn hronous blo ks with the lo ks generated by the ontrollers des ribed in this paper. Su h large
blo ks may have large internal lo k loads, ne essitating that the lo ks be driven by lo k trees. In su h
a situation it is important to realize that a ip- op with \zero hold time" relative to its own lo k has a
positive hold time relative to the lo k made by the lo k generator, and many of the te hniques we have
studied will not work without delay mat hing on the other signals (e.g., the request and grant lines to the
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arbiter). A simpler solution, whi h has not been explored mu h, is to make the syn hronous islands smaller,
using the kinds of simple ir uits des ribed in this paper, so that they do not require lo k trees, and so that
the te hniques an be applied exa tly as des ribed.

10.5 Using Syn hronizers in GALS Systems
Most pra ti al GALS systems use a free-running master lo k with syn hronizer interfa es, as this is usually
the most onvenient approa h, espe ially if the designer is un omfortable with designing lo k-generation
ir uitry. As we have seen, designing the ne essary syn hronizer interfa es is a nontrivial task with several
subtle hallenges; also, the digital designer is not well prepared to meet these hallenges, as his experien e
generally is arefully tailored to ex lude all the situations where \digital" signals are swit hing between the
setup- and hold- onstraint times.
Unfortunately, the problems do not even end with the subtleties of getting the lo al syn hronizer ir uits
right. Other problems an o ur that an only be analyzed globally for a system. An example of this, rst
mentioned by Stu ki and Cox, is that the syn hronization error rates derived for the syn hronizing lat hes
(or ip- ops) are based on simple statisti s assuming signals whose edge timings are ompletely un orrelated.
If the system we are designing is a SoC with multiple lo k domains all driven o a single master (but with
unknown inter-domain skew), the assumption that the signal timings are un orrelated no longer holds; the
same on lusion is rea hed if we onsider a system with multiple independent on- hip os illators. For this
reason, Stu ki and Cox suggest that SoC designers would do well to onsider stoppable- lo k s hemes, whi h
of ourse have no syn hronization failures, more often. All we an do is on ur.
Other abuses of lo al analysis have appeared in published designs. For instan e, there have been designs
where di erent subsystems are onne ted to ea h other via FIFOs, and where the probability of syn hronization failure an be guaranteed to be zero as long as the FIFOs are neither empty nor full [66℄. While this is
ertainly true, and while it is usually the ase that the designs are orre t even when the FIFOs are drained
or lled (in the sense that they do not fail more often than ne essary), one an question the usefulness of the
property that the FIFOs are known not to fail while they are half full. The problem is: how an the system
be designed to keep the FIFOs from getting empty or full? The answer is, unfortunately, that it annot.
Either the lo ks x and y are ompletely syn hronized (in whi h ase the system is not really a GALS
system, but a spe ial ase of a syn hronous system that will either always work or always fail, depending on
the timing hara teristi s of the modules|see above), or else one (say x) will run slightly faster than the
other (y ). Therefore, module x will onsume its inputs faster than y an send them or generate its outputs
faster than y an onsume them, or both. Eventually the FIFO arrying data from y to x must empty, or
the FIFO arrying data from x to y must ll ompletely.
The pre eding dis ussion is an instan e of the general prin iple that syn hronizations an be re-used
by exploiting temporal oheren y, and many syn hronization s hemes are based on this prin iple. We an
divide su h syn hronization strategies into two parts: the syn hronization event, and the data transfer. A
prepared data transfer blo k needs only a single syn hronization to pass from one lo k domain (or from the
asyn hronous domain) into another lo k domain, whi h limits the laten y of the transfer to be greater than
some minimum value, given by our toleran e for syn hronization failure. If the data is properly arranged
beforehand, this single syn hronization event an be used to permit an arbitrarily large amount of data to
be transferred; therefore, the syn hronizer does not onstrain the throughput of the transfer; Stu ki and
Cox [53℄ des ribed a design that takes advantage of this e e t, using interleaved syn hronizers.

11 Con lusion
The purpose of this paper was to expose the SoC ar hite t to a omprehensive set of standard asyn hronous
te hniques and building blo ks for SoC inter onne ts and on- hip ommuni ation. Although the eld of
asyn hronous VLSI is still in development, the te hniques and solutions presented here have been extensively
studied, s rutinized, and tested in the eld|several mi ropro essors and ommuni ation networks have been
su essfully designed and fabri ated. The te hniques are here to stay.
The basi building blo ks for sequen ing, storage, and fun tion evaluation are universal and should be
thoroughly understood. At the pipeline level, we have presented two di erent approa hes: one with a stri t
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separation of ontrol and datapath, and an integrated one for high throughput. Di erent versions of both
approa hes are used.
At the system level, issues of sla k, hoi es of handshakes and reshuing a e t the system performan e
in a profound way. We have tried to make the designer aware of their importan e. At the more fundamental
level, issues of stability, iso hroni forks, validity and neutrality tests, state en oding must be understood in
order for the designer to avoid the re urren e of hazard malfun tions that have plagued early attempts at
asyn hrony.
As was said earlier, many styles of asyn hronous designs have been proposed. They di er by the type and
extent of the timing assumptions they make. Rather than presenting and omparing them all in a ne essarily
shallow way, we have hosen to present the most \asyn hronous" approa h|QDI|in some depth. While
we realize very well that the engineer of an SoC has the freedom and duty to make all timing assumptions
ne essary to get the job done orre tly, we also believe that, from a dida ti point of view, starting with
the design style from whi h all others an be derived is the most e e tive way of tea hing this still vastly
misunderstood but beautiful VLSI design method.
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